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iMARX YOUR CALENDAR

Meetings

January 9: 7:30pm at 215 Coker Hall. Dr. Rytas Vigalys, professor of
mycology at Duke University, will talk on the Pleurotus ostreatus complex.

February 13: 7:30pm at 215 Coker Hall. Annual business meeting, including
election of new officers. People willing to serve the club are urged to
contact Jack Billman during January and attend the February meeting.
NOTE: There is a possibility that a concert will be going on this night.
If so, parking at Coker costs $3.00. In that case, the meeting place will
have to be changed. Check with Jack Billman for last minute changes.

Forays

There will be no forays during the winter. Look for the foray plans for
1989 in the next newsletter.
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deCurrent: Events

1983 MAMA Foray Announced

The 1389 NAMA foray will be held on October 19-22 at the Touch of Nature
Environmental Center near Carbondale, Illinois. Collecting will be in the

Shawnee National Forest and the Trail of Tears State Park in Southern

Illinois and other sites. Dr. Walter Sundberg will be the host mycologist.

Harry and Elsie Knighton Service Award

The Harry and Elsie Knighton Service Award has been established by
the NAMA Board of Trustees to recognize and encourage those
individuals who have distinguished themselves in service to their
local clubs.

The award, to be made annually, consists of:

a) Certificate
b) One-year membership in NAMA
c) Registration, housing, and fees for the next NAMA foray.

This does NOT include transportation expenses to or from the
foray site.

Each affiliated club may nominate one candidate whom it feels has
performed outstanding service, provided leadership, or has otherwise
contributed to activities that benefit the club.

The candidate must be an officer or committee chair. Regardless of
how your club designates the position, a foray leader, fungus fair
organizer, field-identification volunteer or newsletter editor also
qualifies for nomination. The candidate need not be a member of
NAMA.

Selection of the recipient will be made initially by the Knightons
and subsequently by the three most recent Service Award recipients.

Nominations must be received by the Executive Secretary„no later
than January 15th of each year, and the recipient will be selected
and the nominating club's president will be notified by March 15th
of each year.

Announcement of the award and a brief descriptive paragraph of the
recipient's activities will be made in the March-April Mycophile.

If you wish to nominate a TAMC member for this award, please contact

Billie Sessoms (383-5853) for a nomination form.
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Mushroom and Wildlife Study Tour of Madagascar

A Mushroom and Wildlife Study Tour of Madagascar, April 13-23, 1333 will
be led by Gary Lincof f , Andrew Weil, M.D., and Emanuel Saizman, M.D. An

optional seven day post-tour extension will offer a Mount Kilimanjaro
mushroom foray and game viewing drives in Kenya and Tanzania animal parks.
Forays will be in Berenty Reserve in the South, the rain forest of the

Perinet, and Diego Suarez in the North. The tour will meet with several
of Madagascar's outstanding naturalists.
For further information, contact: Fungophile, PO Box 5503, Denver, CO
80217-5503, 303-296-9359.

WANTED (ALIVE, PLEASE): AGARICUS 3ISP0RUS

The following notice was received Richard Kerrigan, University of California
Department of Biological Sciences, Santa Barbara, California:

Aaaricus bisporus (sometimes called A. brunnescens ) , the species
cultivated as the "button mushroom," is widely distributed in
North America. I have studied the genetic composition of one
population of this species, in California, and have shown that
these mushrooms are truly wild, being genetically distinct from
the cultivated varieties that probably originated in Europe
(Kerrigan and Ross, submitted for publication 9/88) . The few
samples I have received from Canada suggest that the wild

i

Canadian strains of A. bisporus are again different from those
found elsewhere.

I would now like to gather genetic information on as many wild
strains and populations of A. bisporus as possible. It will be
most important to gather a large sample of strains from any

• localities where this mushroom may be found growing. It will
take many years, and the help of many mycologists, to assemble
such a collection of strains (under good conditions I find about
3 wild strains per year) . I urge anyone who finds A. bisporus
growing away from sites of commercial cultivation to assist in
this effort by sending me living material for this research
project.

Very fresh, young mushrooms can be wrapped in a paper towel and
|

covered with waxed paper (or loosely covered with foil or an open I

plastic bag) , placed in a small, crush-proof box, and sent
overnight by express-mail or courier. Cultures, on agar slants,
padded inside of a crush-proof box, can also be sent by overnight
courier. Clean spore prints (on new aluminum foil; don't let
moisture condense if possible, otherwise air-dry under a large
clean bowl before mailing) are also useful, if fresh specimens or
cultures cannot be sent. Send spore prints by first-class mail.

It will be important to have voucher specimens with the base of
the stem, and any substrate, still intact. This will verify the
"wild" nature of each collection and satisfy any scientific
skeptics. Dried specimens, along with any collection notes (your
name fit address, collection site, county and state, habitat, date,
and interesting observations) and, if available, any photographs,
will complete the documentation of each A. bisporus collection.
This documentation can be sent later if fresh specimens are
rushed.
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WANTED (ALIVE, PLEASE;: AGARICUS BISPORUS (con::)

I will promptly reimburse anyone who sends a wild collection of
A. bisoorus for their costs: $5.00 if spore prints are mailed,
$15.00 if fresh materials are sent by courier. Please telephone
before sending material by courier so that someone will be ready
to receive the material. Such shipments should be marked
"Material for research. No commercial value." Most courier
firms will provide cross-border overnight service.
I am also negotiating for funding to provide monetary rewards of
up to $100 for significant new collections of A. bisoorus (and
also the related, rare species A. subfloccosus and A.
subperonatus ) . Any reward would be proportional to the genetic
uniqueness of a strain, scored for several genetic markers
(allozymes and RFLPs) . The proposed scale is as follows:

New strains will be analysed annually. When rewards become
feasible they will be distributed subsequent to the completion of
each analysis. Rewards will be made retroactively if funding for
this program is delayed.

I will be leaving California in January, 1989, to work in the
laboratory of James B. Anderson at the University of Toronto.
All materials (at any time) should be sent to the following
address

:

Jim or I may be contacted by phone at (416) 828-5380. In my
absence Jim or his staff will be able to receive samples. More
information about this program is available upon request.
Cultures obtained through this program will be used to study the
evolution of A. bisoorus . and will also be used in strain
improvement programs in the commercial mushroom industry. Your
participation is vital to the success of this project. We thank
you in advance for being on the lookout for wild Aaaricus
bisoorus .

CLUB MAILING ADDRESS CHANGES

The post office has informed the club that it is opening a new Durham
station on Kangaroo Drive in December, 1983. As a consequence of thi

action the 17000 series of P0 box numbers is being phased out. TAMC

has box 17061. The number is being changed to 61061.

A new combination of known alleles across loci
A new combination of alleles within l{ + ) loci
A new allele at one or more loci
A previously-recovered genotype
A. subfloccosus or A. subperonatus

$ 25
$ 50
$100
$
$100

Richard W. Kerrigan
c/o Dr. James B. Anderson
Dept. of Botany
University of Toronto,

Erindale Campus
Mississauga, Ontario
CANADA L5L 1C6
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NEWSLETTER CHANGE

Joanna Billman has agreed to assume all duties associated with mailing
Fungif i le , with the generous aid of Carl Rich who prepares the address
labels each month. Biliie Sessoms will continue to edit Fungif iie.
if you have any articles or accounts of meetings, please send them to
Billie Sessoms, 302 Duluth Street, Durham, 27705. To request extra
copies of the newsletter or correct any errors in your mailing address,
contact Joanna Billman, 3201 Stonyford Court, Raleigh, 27603.

W_LD MUSHROOM ART CALENDAR - 1989

TAMC received a lovely calendar full of paintings of mushrooms, mostly in
water color, by Tatiana M. Roats. Unfortunately, it arrived too late to
for club members to see and order for holiday gifts. It will be displayed
at the January meeting. The cost for a single copy is $8.00 plus $2.00
postage. If we order six or more copies, the cost is $6.00 each postpaid.

THE MYC0PHAGI ST ' S KITCHEN

Two of this month's recipes are from The Spore Print, Journal of the Los
Angeles Mycological Society. They published recipes from the New
Jersey Mycological Association meeting last February which was
devoted to cooking and sampling mushroom recipes and written up by Bob
Hosh and Jim Richards. Although special mushrooms are recommended in these
recipes, Agaricus or a variety of other mushrooms may be substituted. The
quantities given are for fresh mushrooms.

BLACK TRUMPET HASH
(Les Pommes de Terre et Trompette des Morts)

3 oz minced Craterellus 2 Tabsp minced Onion
3 Tabsp butter 2 Tabsp dry Sherry
2 Tabsp peanut oil 4 Tabsp grated Parmesan cheese
2 cups cooked, peeled, cubed Red 2 Tabsp fresh, minced dill
potatoes salt and pepper to taste

4 strips fried bacon, crumbled

Heat butter and oil over medium-high heat. Add mushrooms and onions. Cook
3 minutes. Add potatoes and fry as hashed-browns 5-8 minutes, turning
frequently. Add sherry, bacon, salt and pepper. Cook a couple of minutes to
heat through. Serve warm, sprinkled with parmesan and dill.
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CREAMED HERICUM
8 oz chopped Hericum 3 Tabsp roux (recipe below)
3 Tabs? butter 1/4 cup dry Vermouth
2 TaDsp minced onion pinch of thyme
1/2 tesp minced garlic dash of vegetable seasoning
3/4 cup vegetable or mushroom stock salt to taste
1/2 cup sweet peas 1/4 cup heavy cream

Saute Hericum in butter 5 minutes over medium heat. Add onions, garlic
and roux. Blend and cook 2 minutes. Add stock and vermouth, stirring well.
Add peas and cook 4 minutes. Stir in heavy cream and seasonings. Simmer
4-5 minutes.
ROUX: Mix 2 oz soft butter with 3 o: flour to a smooth paste. Roux can be
refrigerated for a week cr formed into balls and frozen.

The following recipe, by Holly Peterson of the Robert Mondavi Winery was
published in NATS CURRENT NEWS , the Bimonthly publication for THE NORTH
AMERICAN TRUFFLING SOCIETY, INC

WILD MUSHROOM SAVARIN WITH RED AND GOLDEN BEETROOTS

Savarin Mixture:
10 Savarin molds 1 lb wild mushrooms (4 oz sliced for garnish
1/3 cup chopped shallots 12 oz chopped for savarin) such as chanterelle,
1 clove garlic cepes, morel, shiitake, oyster
2 Tabsp unsalted butter 3 eggs
2 cups heavy whipping cream 1 egg yolk
salt, freshly ground pepper and nutmeg to taste
Vegetables and Sauce:
6 large red beetroots 1 1/2 cups reduced chicken stock
6 large or 12 small golden beetroots 2-3 ounces unsalted butter
2 cups Robert Mondavi Pinot Noir 1/2 bunch chervil
3 dozen violet blossoms (available soon around here)
Prepare Savarin: Saute the shallots in butter. Add the garlic and chopped
mushrooms. Saute until the liquid from the mushrooms is released and
evaporated. Place mushroom mixture in food processor and puree until smooth.
Add eggs, cream, salt, pepper and nutmeg and process to mix. Butter savarin
molds and fill with mushroom mixture. Place molds in a water bath with pan
liquid at the same level as the mushroom mixture in the molds. Bake in 350
degree oven for 30 minutes or until firm.
Prepare Vegetables: Slice beetroots into 6 or 8 segments from top to bottom.
Trim slices to crescent shapes. Blanch each color beetroots separately in

just enough water and butter to cover. When done, remove beetroots from
blanching water. Combine the blanching liquids, reduce by half and reserve
for sauce .

Prepare Sauce: Slowly reduce the Pinot Noir by half. Heat the chicken stock.
Add the reduced Pinot Noir, blanching liquid and salt, pepper and nutmeg to
taste. Finish sauce by whisking 2 to 3 ounces of cold cubed butter in until
emulsif ied

.

To Finish: Saute remaining 4 ounces sliced mushrooms to garnish plates.
To Serve: Remove mushroom mixture from savarin molds and place onto center
of plates. Garnish each savarin with sauteed mushrooms. Place 4 or 5 each
of red and golden beetroots around savarin. Garnish each plate with 4 or 5

each of chervil sprigs and violet blossoms.
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The following list of books was received from Lubrecht & Cramer. If any
memoer has seen one and would recommend it, please send your comments bo

The Fung'ifile, ?0 Box 61031. Durham. To order, the address is R. D . 1, Box
for estburgh, N.Y. 12777

Bessette, Alan, E. Mushrooms of the Adirondacks. A Field Guide. 35 plates

each with 4 color photos, paperbound. 1988 $ 12.95

Bessette, A. & Sundberg, W.J. Mushrooms. A quick Reference Guide to Mushrooms

of North America. 67 colour plates with 3 to 4 mushrooms per plate,

paperbound. (Macmillan Field Guides) 1987 $ 12.95

Bon, Marcel. The Mushrooms and Toadstools of Britain and Northwestern Europe.

351 pages, over 1500 species and varieties covered, 1200 illustrated
in colour, 850 line-drawings with glossary, keys and index, softbound.

1987
~

$ 19.95

Cetto, Bruno. Enzyklopaedie der Pilze. 4 vols, small 8vo, hundreds of color pho-

tos, bound. 1987-88 $ 202.50

Chang, S.T. & Hayes, W.A. (eds) The Biology and Cultivation of Edible Mushrooms.

819 pages, illustrated, cloth 1978 $ 98.50

Evans, Margaret M. & Samuels, N.L. Morelling. The Joys of Hunting and Preparing
Morel Mushrooms. 92 pages, illustrated, paperback. 1988 $ 8.95

Fuller, M.S. & Jaworski, A. Zoosporic Fungi in Teaching and Research, 4to,

paperbound. 1987 $ 52.95

Gilbertson, R.L. & Ryvaxden, L. North American Polypores. With cb&wings by R.L.

Gilbertson. 2 vpls, 885 pages, 487 illustr. bound. 1986-1987 $ 160.00

Grigson, Jane. The Mushroom Feast. A Celebration of all edible Fungi - cultiva-
ted, wild and dried varieties - with more than 250 recipes in which
the mushroo is the occasion for the Feast, bound. 1983 $ 16.95

Huffman, D.M. & Tiffany, L.H. Mushrooms and other Fungi of the Midcontinental
US. with fullcolor photos & 40 line illustrations, softbound. 1988 $ 14.95

Hurley, Jean. Mushrooms of the Northeastern Woods. A Visual Guide. (Revised
edition of White Mountains Mushrooms, paperbound. 1987 $ 9.95

"Hurley's book is a rich find. ..Even those who do not live in the
Northeast will find... find this a useful companion to other guides"
(Maggie Rogers)

Jackson, H.A.C. Cazori, Mini (ed.) Mr. Jackson's Mushrooms. With an Introduction.
cloth. 1979 $ 45.00

Lapuszinski, Victor. Taming the Wild Oyster Mushroom. 4to. illustr. wirebinding
1987 $ 7.95

Targent, D.L. & Baroni, T.J. How to identify Mushrooms to Genus VI: Modern
Genera, paperbound. 1988 $ 22.95

Mcllvaine, C. it Macdam, R.K. One Thousand American Fungi. Toadstools, Mushrooms,
Fungi; How to select and cook the Edible; How to distinguish and avoid
the Poisonous. With a new Essay and nomenclatural changes by Robert L.

Shaffer, paperbound. 1981 $ 9.95

McKenny, Margaret & Stuntz, D.E. The New Savory Wild Mushroom. Revised and en-

larged by Joseph F. Ammirati. profusely illustrated, paperbound. 1987 $ 12.50
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THE BOOKSHELF (cent)

McKnight, Kent, H. & Vera B. A Field Guide to Mushrooms, N.A. Illustr. by Vera
B. McKnight. "bound. (Peterson Field Guide) 1987. More than 100 species
of Mushrooms - over 500 illustrated & described in detail. $ 19.95

March, A.L. & K.G. The Mushroom Basket. A Gourmet Introduction to the best com-
mon Mushrooms of the southern Rocky Mts. paperback. 1988 $ 8.95

Miller, Millie & Nelson, Cyndi. Chanterelle. A Rocky Mountain Mushroom Book.

with colored illustrations, paperback 1986 $ 4.95

Miller, O.K. Jr., & H.H. Gasteromycetes . Morphological and Development Features
with Keys to the Orders, Families with Keys to the Orders, Families & Genera
illustr. by Cynthia Clem, paperbound. 1988 $ 24.95

Moore, Inga. The Truffle Hunter. 4to. colored illustr. bound 1987. $ 10.95
(For the Children)

Noordeloos, M.E. Entoloma in North America. The Species described by L.R. Hesler,
A.H. Smith & S.J. Mazzer. Type Species & Comments, softbound. (Cryptogarni

c

Studies volume 2) 1988 $ 46.80

Petersen, Ronald, H. The Clavarioid Fungi of New Zealand. 113 specimens on colour

microfich, illustr. 4 plates of water-colours by Marie Taylor. softbound. '88 $ ^8.95

Phillips, Roger. Wild Food of USA. Res. by Nicky Foy;Assisted by J. Hurst. 4to

Layout by J. Bryan. 192 pages, over 200 colored photos, softbound. 1986 $ 19-95

Pomerleau, R. Panoramic Key to the Genera of gilled Mushrooms. Attractive map
21" x 22" on waterproof paper, species & their depicted in a circle. 1982 $ 9.95

Rosen, Sam (Judge) A Judge judges Mushrooms. Illustr. by Joan Rosen.ppback. '86 $ 6.95

Ryvarden, Leif . The Polyporaceae of North Europe. 2 vols, paperbound. 1976-78 $ 52.95

Ryvarden, L. & Johansen,Inger. A Prelimanary Polypore Flora of E. Africa. 1980 $ 52.95

Sabatier, R. & Becker, G. Le Gratin des Champignons, numerous colored illustr.
bound 1986. An extremely humorous book as well as a scientific one. $ 45.00

i^neuer, C. Ascomyceten auf Cyperaceen und Juncaceen im Ostalpenraum. softbound.
(Bibliotheca Mycologica volume 123) 1988 $ 61.60

Schulte, Erika. Elnfluss struktureller Umordnungen des Chondrioms auf die Sene-
zenz bei Poospora anserina. softbound. (Biblioth. Mycologica vol. 122) 1988 $ 34.50

Seymour, Miranda. Caspar 4 the Secret Kingdom. Illustr. by L. Allard. 4to attrac-
tive colored illustr. bound. 1986. (For The Children) $ 13.95

Singer, Rolf. Mushrooms and Truffels. Revised edition with added chapters by Bob
Harris, with plain and colored illustrations. 1985. List price $ 75.00 Sale$ 55.00

Snell, W.H. & E.A. Dick. The Boleti of Northeastern North America. Quarto, 1970.

71 coloured plates. Cloth bound. List price $ 150.00 Sale price $ 75.00

Stamets, Paul. Psilocybe Mushrooms & their Allies. b8 colored photos. ppbound. 1 82$ 12.95

Taylor, Marie. Mushrooms & Toadstools. (Mobil New Zealand Nature Series) 1981 $ 10.95

Weber, Nancy Smith. A Morel Hunter's Companion. A Guide to the true & false
Morels of Michigan. (James A. Weber, Chief Photographer) softbound. 1988 $ 14.95
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MILK THISTLE and AMANITA contributed by Bill Burk

The following extract comes from the "AIBR Scientific Reviews, Botanical
Medical Series, " Number 13, 1337, via Larry Stickney of the Myco logical
Society of San Francisco.

"Here is a substance of particular interest to any reader concerned with
treating either alcohol or chemical induced liver-damage or the problem of
hepat i t is

.

Milk Thistle (Silybum marianum) is a member of the Compositae or Daisy
family. ... it grows up to ten feet tall with large bright purple flowering
heads. The plant is indigenous to both Western and Central Europe and found
in the United States.

In Europe this botanical has long been recommended for liver disorders such
as jaundice due to liver cirrhosis. However, ability to prevent liver
destruction or enhance liver function is now well established. ...

A most impressive demonstration of Milk Thistle's properties come from
experimental studies in which the toxic toadstool or deathcap mushroom
(Amanita phalloides) is given to animals. Ingestion of Amanita phalloides
releases two powerful liver-damaging substances so poisonous that
approximately 30%-40% of victims die from eating it. However, if Milk Thistle
is given 24 hours after ingestion of Amanita, it will prevent death while
greatly reducing further liver damage. These effects were known for centuries
in Europe, where it was also used as a remedy to cure jaundice and bilary
derangements .

Recent scientific studies have brought renewed interest to this liver-
protecting botanical. For example, studies at the University of Munich,
West Germany, have demonstrated that Milk Thistle's active ingredient
silymarin increases protein synthesis in liver cells (important to building
new cells)."

LETTER to TAMC MEMBERS from the EDITOR

There is a need for someone to help with proofreading and cutting/pasting
tasks for the Fungifile text. If you could spare an hour every other month,
please contact Billie Sessoms, 383-5853.

***************************** MEMBERSHIP DUES *******************************

Annual membership dues were due January 1. Please send them in on the
membership form from the November/December Fungifile. This is the last
newsletter you will receive until you renew your membership. If you cannot
remember whether you have paid your dues, call David Green. Please note our
new address is PO Box 61061, Durham, NC 27705.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Meetings

March 13

April 17

Gilled fungi: the Friesian genera. "Explains and illustrates
with diagrams the terminology and stature types of the Friesian
system, for 150 years the best system for teaching the features
used to identify mushrooms without use of a microscope. The
system is based on veil remnants, gill attachment , position and
texture of stem, cap, shape, spore print color, etc." AND Non-
gilled mushrooms, including morels and false morels. Both of
these programs are supplied by the North American Mycological
Association's Educational Programs on Mushrooms and Mushrooming
and will be narrated by Sarah Hill Moore.
Meeting: 7:30 pm, 103 Gross Chem Lab, Duke University. Only ONE
door will be open. It will be accessed most readily from Towerview
Drive, an extens ion of Mo reen Road. It is the side entrance closest
to Erwin Road. If you park in the back parking lot behind Gross
Chem Lab, walk up the grass slope to your right as you approach
the building, then turn sharp left. See map.

(Note this is the third Monday of the month!). Wood destroying
fungi: fungi that destroy houses, by Professor Michael Levi, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh. Meeting: 7:30 pm, Room 2010,
Builtmore Hall, North Carolina State University, Raleigh. See map.
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Foray Schedule for .1989

The Foray Chair, Lynda Karolak is providing a schedule of forays for the entire
season. Unless otherwise noted, meet at the specified location at 9:30 am on
Saturday mornings. Leaders for forays will be announced later. In case of
drought or rain, if a foray is cancelled, the phone tree will try to notify
everyone. If you have a question about a foray, contact the foray leader.

MARCH 18: We will innoculate logs with Shiitake spawn. Edmund Badham has
agreed to supply sawdust spawn and give an overview of cultivation methods.
This year, we will have about two dozen logs that were innoculated a year aao
and are ready to fruit. They will be for sale. Bring your own logs to
innoculate or Oak logs will be for sale. A log and enough spawn to innoculate
it will cost 4.00. If you supply your own log, enough spawn" to innoculate it
will cost 2.00 per log. Meet at NC Botanical Garden at 10 am. Volunteers are
needed to cut down the oak trees on Saturday, March 11. We also need
chainsaws. If you can help, call 383-5853. Leave your name and phone number.

APRIL 15: Bill Burk will again lead club members in search of Morels. Meet at
the Texaco station at University Mall, Corner of Estes Drive and 15-501 bypass
around Chapel Hill at 9 am (note the earlier than usual starting time) . Bring
lunch and collecting gear. Bill says this foray will take place rain or shine.

MAY 15: Schenk Memorial State Park, Raleigh

June 10: Duke Forest, Durham

July 8: Battle Park, Chapel Hill

August 12: A weekend trip is tentatively planned to Jones Lake State Park,
Bladen County. See Owen McConnell's description of the site in this issue.

September 9: Wally Kauffman's property, Chatham County

October 14: Butner area

YOUR INPUT IS NEEDED: Program ideas and Permanent Meeting Location

If there is an topic you would like to see covered at a meeting, or an old
program you want repeated, please contact Bill Burk, program coordinator.

TAMC is investigating the feasibility of meeting at the NC Botanical Gardens
on a regular basis. It is becoming very difficult to obtain Couch Library at
UNC or a class room at Duke. If you have suggestions of a reasonably central
location, accessable from the Triangle area, or opinions on the NCBG location,
please contact Jack Billman or bring your suggestions to the March meeting.

January 9 Meeting - Pleurotus ostreatus by Billie Sessoms

Dr. Rytas Vigalys, professor of mycology ar Duke University, presented a
program about Pleurotus. He is collecting North American species to study
their genetic and morphological characteristics. The best time to collect
specimens is from December to April. He would like to have representative
samples from any specimens you collect to use in his study. He will want to
know who collected the specimen, on what date, where (ex: along a creek,
Jordan Lake watershed, Durham County). He says it would be very helpful if
you could tell him the tree species also.
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I January 9 Meeting continued

He also briefly discussed cultivation of Agaricus bispo rus , the grocery store
button mushrooms, and Lent inus edodes. He recommended the Pleurotus
sajor-caju, a Himalayan strain, as a good growing Oyster mushroom with
a pleasino flavor. This strain can be purchased from Funai Perfecti.

^r_ lrtf^™,3\
THE MYCOPHAGI ST 1 S KITCHEN

With so many Oyster mushrooms available now,
you will want to try to take advantage of
their pronounced oyster flavor. First, you
must harvest them. Rytas Vigalys suggests you
find wet bottomland and take a ladder. Once you have harvested a bucketful,
take them home, clean them up, remove any beetles and larvae and cut them
into strips or squares about 1 inch wide. To take advantage of their decided
oyster flavor, try either of these batters for deep fat frying.
First batter: 2 egg yolks, beaten 3/4 cup flour

1/2 cup milk 1/4 tesp salt
Dip mushroom pieces into the batter and fry in hot, deep fat (385) until
golden brown. Try frying onion rings in this batter as a companion.

Second batter: 1 cup flour 3 tabsp cornstarch
1 tabsp safflower oil 9 tabsp warm water

Dry the mushroom pieces well. Dip into the batter and fry in hot (350) deep
oil until golden brown. Try frying various vegetables in the batter also.
Green peppers, carrots, celery, onions and zuchini are all good.
Whichever batter you use, put the cooked mushrooms and vegetables onto a
paper towel lined cookie sheet inside a warm oven to drain and stay hot until
all the vegetables are ready to eat.

SHIITAKE update

Bruce Wilks reports that the logs he innoculated in March of 1988 produced
32 Shiitake. He reports two fall harvests with 8-10 per sweetgum log,
4-6 per maple and 4-6 per sourwood. All his fruit ings were from drill
innoculated logs. None of the end innoculated logs produced.

Lynda Karolak has a spectacular picture of a beautiful speciman which
fruited from an end innoculation by punching its way through the foil
covering

.

Eillie Sessoms had good production from many older logs with one standout
producing 36 at the same time! Several new oak logs produced 6-10 each
while no other wood produced at all. All the fruit ings were on drill
innoculated logs. On peeling the foil back from an end innoculated log,
a mushroom was found, but it has not been able to find its way through
the heavy foil. About once per month a crop was produced by soaking the
logs for 24 hours. Without soaking, one of the older logs produced 6

Shiitake in January.

The end innoculation appears to not produce well at all. Rytas Vigalys
described a Kerf method where a 2-3 inch chainsaw cut is made about 1/3
inch into a log, filled with spawn and waxed. We will try this method on
March 18 to see if it will offer a quicker innoculation without the lack
of production experienced with end innoculation.
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by Owen McConnell

COMMENTS ON SOME BOLETE AND AMANITA SPECIES
FOUND IN THE SANDHILLS AND COASTAL PLAIN OF
NORTH CAROLINA DURING THE SUMMER OF 1988

During a period of drought in the Mountains and Piedmont: of North Carolina
in late July and August of 1988, I made several trips to the Sandhills and
Coastal Plain region of the state, where closer to average amounts of rain
had fallen, in search of mushrooms. My first trip was to Southern Pines in
the Sandhills on July 31, where I was fortunate to find a plethora of
mushrooms fruiting in the wake of some heavy local thunderstorms. Because
I hoped to find some species of fungi endemic to the Coastal Plain, I focused
my search on the sandy ridges where longleaf pines (Pinus palustris) , turkey
oaks (Quercus laevis) and wiregrass (Aristida stricta) grow, an ecosystem
specialized for this region.

I immediately noticed an abundance of Boletus pseudosulphureus / flavissimus ,

a totally yellow mushroom except for red spots on old caps in age and bruising
intensely and immediately blue. Although B. pseudosulphureus Kallenbach and
B. flavissimus Murr. are macroscopically similar, Rolf Singer (1977) makes a
distinction between them based on spore breadth; the nar rower-spored B v
flavissimus occurs in Florida. I have found this bolete complex occasionally
in the clay soils around Butner and Durham in the Piedmont, but I was impressed
by its frequency in the sandy turkey oak habitat of the Sandhills. I do not
know whether it grows in the Mountains, but I have not found it nor any records
of its occurence there yet. Since spore size of the North Carolina boletes
was not determined, the unanswered question is whether the Piedmont and
Sandhills boletes have spores of the same or different widths and whether each
agrees in width with B. pseudosulphureus or B. flavissimus.

Another all yellow bolete which I soon discovered was Pulveroboletus
hemichrysus (called Phlebopus sulphureus by Singer) . Five of them were
fruiting on a rotten longleaf pine stump, and its lignicolous habit of
growing on stumps and sawdust of conifers helps to distinguish it from
Boletus pseudosulphureus / flavissimus . I have seen this bolete at one
"location in the Piedmont (Butner) where it was fruiting on chipped pine bark
which had been thickly (12 inches or more) placed around willow oak trees
as mulch. But the Coastal Plain appears to offer the most suitable habitat.

Another bolete species that I was delighted to find seems to occur only in
the Coastal Plain. This species is Boletellus ananas , and I spied three
of them on the bases of dogwood trees (Cornus flor ida) , near the periphery
of the longleaf pine forest where the soil moisture was high enough for this
shallow-rooted tree. Three weeks later (on 8-20-88) while in Bladen County
in the southern Coastal Plain, I found three more B . ananas ; one was growing
on the base of a turkey oak, one was on the base of a titi tree (Cyrilla
racemiflora) , and one was in sandy soil 5 feet from the base
of a longleaf pine. Why this species has the peculiar habit of often,
but not always, growing on the base of trees, is not clear to me. There
was no evidence of injury to any of the trees caused by the fungus, and
Singer even found it on the thin humus of a shaded stone wall. Therefore,
it is probably not parasitic. It is not choosy about the kind of tree it

associates with, and its perferred position on the base of the tree argues
against its forming even a mycorrhizal relationship with the roots. Perhaps
it is merely deriving shade, moisture, protection and/or a firm support from
its site. Boletellus ananas also has an interesting geographic distribution,
having been reported in New Caledonia, Queensland f and South Australia as wel]
as in the Gulf coast states of the U. S. from Mississippi to North Carolina.
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It alone makes a visit to North Carolina's coastal plain worthwhile, for it is

a strikingly georgeous mushroom. In general appearance it somewhat resembles
the "Old Man of the Woods" ( Strobilomyces floccopus) , except that the wooly
scales on the cap are a beautiful vinaceous pink and the stipe is smooth and
white. Another distinctive feature is that the margin of the cap extends
into a thick white veil which covers the yellow tube mouths and runs part way
down the stalk. The veil breaks, of course, when the spores mature. Perhaps
both the wooly cap and veil serve to conserve moisture, a useful adaptation
in such a xeric environment, or to protect it against insects. The mushrooms
are quite long-lasting, as I returned to the Sandhills on August 14 and found
the ones I had seen on July 31, still persisting but rather dessicated. In
general, the mushrooms in the longleaf pine woods appear to endure longer than
those in the Piedmont and Mountains, often drying out due to the good drainage
of the sandy soil and low humidity, instead of decomposing rapidly.

Another partially veiled bolete with scaly cap indemic to the Coastal Plain
that I found on July 31 was Suillus decipiens . Fifteen of them were fruiting
along side a 3-foot-long pine "knot" which was lying on the ground under a

mixture of longleaf pine and loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) . They were not
growing on the log, but the pine knot was apparently preventing the soil from
drying out underneath it. As I had previoulsy found this Suillus species
fruiting on October 1 in a nearby area, I was surprised to find it appearing
so early. My surprise was the greater when I saw two common Piedmont species,
Suillus hirtellus and Suillus cothurnatus , fruiting not far away, because I

had also found them in the Sandhills previously in October, and they usually
occur in September through November in the Piedmont. Singer (1977) has
observed that Suillus species in Florida tend to divide into two subspecies,
one fruiting in the summer (May to September) and the other in the winter
(November through February) . Could some of this genetic variation be present
in our own North Carolina Coastal Plain species, since their habitat was once
continuous with the longleaf pine forest of Florida?

Returning to Southern Pines on August 14, I found few fruiting fungi because
of no additional rains; but I did discover a single bolete, in a sandy path
in the longleaf pine flatwoods, which proved to be interesting. Its general
appearance was bland and unobtrusive: the 6 cm. broad cap was a pale Irish
potato color and the tubes, pores, and stipe were whitish. Many of the
Coastal Plain species are white or pale colored, perhaps both to remain cool
by reflecting more of the sun's radiation and for camouflage in the sandy
soil. Certainly the camouflage was effective, for I almost passed by this
mushroom without noticing it, although it was directly in my path. Closer
examination with a hand lens revealed that it had chamois colored dots on the
white stem and that the white flesh of the cap tasted bitter and changed
slowly to pale mauve while the pores stained fleshy brown quickly when bruised.
It was unlike any bolete that I had seen before. After making a spore print,
which turned out to be chamois in color, and after examining it further, I

concluded that its characteristics agreed well with Singer's description of
Tylopilus peralbidus . T. peralbidus is a common species in Florida, but to
my knowledge it has not been previously reported from North Carolina. It
should be mentioned that Tylopilus ballouii is somewhat similar to certain
specimens of T. peralbidus , even in color; that is, the orange color of the
cap of T. ballouii. is variable and can fade to tan in age. .T. peralbidus
can be easily separated from T. ballouii on the basis of its broader spores,
but I was not equipped to make this comparison. So far I have not seen an
orange-capped T. ballouii in the longleaf pine flatwoods of the Coastal Plain,
and the Tylopilus which f found appeared to be fresh rather than old and
faded.
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On the same trip (8-14-88) I also found two boletes which were an unfamiliar
species of the genus Xerocomus. On 8-20-88 I saw two more of them in Bladen
County. They were all growing under longleaf pines and turkey oaks in sandy
soil. They were not any of the species of Xerocomus I had previously
encountered in North Carolina, that is, Xerocomus illudens, castanellus/
s-qua r roso ides , subtomentosus , or chrysenteron . They were closest to Singer's
description of Xerocomus pseudoboTet inus

On August 20 and 21, I camped at Jones Lake State Park in Bladen County and
explored the Bladen Lakes Educational State Forest for mushrooms. Three
additional boletes endemic to the Coastal Plain occur there. I first
located three Tylopilus rhoadsiae fruiting under loblolly pines on the border
of a low evergreen shrub bog which may be flooded at certain times of the
year. The combination of whitish cap and stipe, distinctly reticulate stalk
over the upper third, pinkish white pores, and rosy tan spore print is

distinctive. Interestingly, there has been one report of this species from
the Thompson River Gorge in Transylvania County in southwestern North
Carolina (Grand, Menge, and Bond, 1975).

A second bolete species found in Bladen County was Xanthoconium stramineum.
I counted 60 of them in a dry, open longleaf pine woods without an understory
of turkey oaks. When young and fresh it is a striking mushroom because of
its uniformly white color, which has been compared to fallen magnolia blossoms.
It is also edible. The mild taste, smooth stipe, and yellowish rusty brown
spore print distinguish it from Tylopilus rhoad siae.

The third bolete species, which was found and photographed by Jack and Joanna
Billman on 8-6-88, has been described by Rolf Singer as "one of the most
striking boletes of the south, and few mycologists have ever seen it." It
is Tylopilus conicus, a species which was collected only three times in nearly
a century: rirst by Ravenel in the Santee Canal of South Carolina, then by
Beardslee and Singer in Florida. But we are fortunate to have it here in North
Carolina, where the Billman's found many individuals fruiting in a heavy layer
of pine needles at Singletary Lake in Eladen County. The cap of Tylopilus
conicus is lovely because it is covered with shaggy, wooly ridges, having
delicate shades of yellow, which surround small white depressions. The fringed
margin also contributes to the overall effect, as do the mostly white, slender
stalk and pinkish tan pores.

The pine barrens of our Coastal Plain proved to be far from barren for this
"boletophile" . In all, I identified 34 different species of boletes, about
eight of them appearing to occur only in this region of North Carolina. There
were several other bolete species whose identity I contiune to puzzle over,
and I am sure that many other mysteries remain undisclosed.

Boletus (bo-
le 'tus), n. [L.

?

a kind of mush-
room, < Gt.
/Ju&'rjTf, a kind
of mushroom, <

/JuXoc, a lump
of earth, a
clod: see 6ofe2.]

"d «* i°>*it««"^T-
_

An extensive genus of hymenomycetous fungi,

generallyfound growing on the ground in woods
and meadows, especially in pine woods, in BoU-
txu the pores are easily separable from the cap and from
each other, while in the related genua Polyporu* they are
adherent to the cap, and are bound to each other by an
Interstitial tissue, the trama. A few species are edible.
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I In addition to bolete species, I found the Coastal Plain
facinating Amanita species. Amanitas in the section Lep
especially thrive in these sandy soils, perhaps because
are often deeply rooted, allowing the mycelium to inhabi
layers of the soil where moisture and roots to form myco
to, are more available. One that I especially enjoyed f

is Amanita mutabilis, for it blushes a bright pink where
an aniselike odor which is pleasant to smell. I found a

A. mutabilis on my two trips to Bladen County on August
seemed to prefer the transition zone where more open pin
lower areas with evergreen shrubs.

to have some
idella seem to
their fruiting bodies
t the deeper, cooler
rrhizal attachments
inding and "bruising"
rubbed and emits
total of eleven

21 and 27. They
e flatwoods faded into

One of the most common Amanitas in Bladen County and the Sandhills fit the
description of Amanita rhoadsii, var. rhoadsii in David Jenkin's book (1986).
I counted 28 of them in Bladen County, and they were at home in the dry sands
of the open flatwoods. A. rhoadsii, var. rhoadsii is a small to medium all
white mushroom with a nonstriate but appendiculate margin, a moderately
rooting bulb that tapers at both ends, and the smell of chloride of lime. It
has been collected in South Carolina, but no one has written about its
occurence in North Carolina to my knowledge.

One of my luckiest finds was a single specimen of Amanita longipes. It was
found on 8-22-88 in sandy soil where longleaf pine woods changed into a
deciduous stand of trees near a spring. It was in fresh condition and matched

Jenkin's description of A. longipes perfectly. It's most interesting
characteristic was the long (13.5) cm.) slender (14-19 mm.) stem and doglegged
(bent like a dog's leg) basal bulb, which tapered gradually from 19 mm. thick
near ground level to a pointed tip. A. longipes has been collected in New
Jersey and New York as well as Alabama, but I know of no reported collections
in North Carolina.

In all, I identified 13 species of Amanita, three of which I have seen only
in the Coastal Plain. However, there were several other white Amanitas that
I could not identify.

The Bladen Lakes area would be an interesting place for a weekend foray for
TAMC members next August. A state park at Singletary Lake can be reserved
for group camping only and has cabins, a mess hall and kitchen, and wash-
houses that can be rented cheaply by organized groups. In addition, the
shallow, clear, sandy-bottom lake is excellent for swimming.

References
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from Highlands, North Carolina and Vicinity. The Journal of the
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Jenkins, D. T. 1986. Amanita of North America. Mad River Press, Inc.
Eureka, CA
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Singer, R. Reprint 1977. The Boletineae of Florida. J. Cramer. Germany.
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deCurrent Events

General Announcement & Call for Papers

9th annual Mid-Atlantic States Mycology Conference
and

Morel Foray

Date: April 8-9, 1989

Place: Department of Botany, Duke University
Durham, North Carolina

The purpose of these meetings in the past has been to provide an opportunity for mycologists to get

together in the off-season, in a less formal atmosphere than the regular annual meetings. This year's meetings

will be held on the Duke University Campus located in central North Carolina. Early spring is considered to be

one of the best times to visit this area, particularly the Sarah P. Duke Gardens with its many flowering azaleas

and dogwoods.

Delivered papers (10-15 min including discussion) will be limited to morning and afternoon sessions on

Saturday. An evening reception and banquet will follow at the President's Guest House, located next to

campus. The banquet will be followed by the annual invited guest lecture. This year's speaker will be Dr.

Charles Mims, from the University of Georgia at Athens. (Dr. Minis is also this year's president of the

Mycological Society of America.)

The 'traditional' MASMC morel foray will also take place on Sunday morning, at a location yet to be

disclosed. The foray will be followed by a tailgate lunch, allowing time for participants to eat before hitting the

road.

A list of suggested accommodations is attached. You should make your own reservations for lodging.

No-frills lodging is also available for graduate students (indicate lodging needs below). Transportation to and

from airports/bus terminals and hotels can also be arranged if necessary.

Registration Form / Mid-Atlantic States Mycology Conference 1989
Deadline for receiving registration: March 31, 1989.

Name:

Department:.

Address:

Title of talk:

Check here for any special audio-visual needs (a carousel projector and slide trays

will be available)

Check here if graduate student housing is requested, and indicate any preferences

(male/female, smoking/non-smoking, vegetarian, etc.).

Registration fees (include refreshments, Saturday evening banquet ticket & tailgate lunch

on Sunday morning):
Regular participants: $25
Graduate students: $15
Banquet only (spouses, etc.): $12

Send completed registration forms to: MASMC, Dr. Rytas Vilgalys, Department of Botany,

Duke University, Durham, NC 27707 (phone number for inquiries: R. Vilgalys, 919-684-

3715).

Please post and xerox this announcement if necessary
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Middle Atlantic States Mycology Conference
Tentative Schedule

Friday, April 7

8^ V^SKc^^^)^ h°me' 2920 H°P'

Saturday, April 8

8:30-9:00 AM
- Coffee & Registration, Duke Univ. West Campus ScienceDrive, Biological Sciences Bldg. rm 144.

^yw>, ocience

9:00-12:00 - morning paper sessions

12:00-1:30 - lunch break (on your own)

1:30-5:00 - afternoon paper sessions

6:00*7:

(684^6lT6)
& beef SOda1

'
President

'

s^est house
>
1508 Pinecrest Rd.

7:00-8:00 - Buffet

8:00-9:00 - Invited lecture by Dr. Mims

Sunday, April 9

8:00-12:00 - Morel Foray. Location to be anounced.

12:00 - Tailgate lunch (provided)

12:00 departure time

•v...

©7) .A\J^jJ^- -T)

Durham Garden Expo '89

On March 17-19, in the new downtown Hotel Omni, the second annual garden
expo will be held. This year's show will be an expanded version with
many educational exibits and includes a commercial booth by Carolina
Agritech, Henderson. They will be selling Shiitake spawn. In contrast
to the "Home and Garden" shows, this one intends to maintain a horicultural
theme. TAMC is considering having an educational booth in 1990. After the

Shiitake innoculatdon session at NC Botanical Gardens on Saturday morning,
drive over to Durham for a look at the expo.
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THE BOOKSHELF
A"morel hunter's companion; a guide to the true and false morels
of Michigan. By Nancy Smith Weber. James A. Weber, chief
photographer

.

Lansing, Mich., TwoPeninsula Press, 1988. 208 pp. color plates.
(Available from Michigan Natural Resources Magazine, Box 30034,
Lansing, Michigan 48909. $14.95)

by Bill Burk

Among mushroom hunters the mention of morels
evokes a unique mycological mystique. "A morel
hunter's companion" provides a gold mine of
information for understanding the coveted morel.
Nancy's friendly and informative style guides the
reader through each of the thirteen chapters
covering discussions on collecting and eating
morels, their biology and nomenclature, and their
role with people. Beautiful color plates (70 of
them! ) enrich the book.

Introductory chapters prepare the mushroom collector for the
hunt. Basics on identification are presented. There are two
groups of morels: 1) the Morel Family (Morchellaceae) charac-
terized, in part, by having fruiting bodies consisting of a
sponge-like or thimble-like head and a stalk that is (or becomes)
hollow with age, represented by the genera Morchella and Verpa .

( Disciotis , another genus of true morels, has a bowl-shaped or
flattened fruiting body and its species must be studied micros-
copically to be sure that a Peziza like species isn't collected
since macroscopically some of the species in both genera look
exceedingly similar), and, 2) the Lorchel or False Morel Family
( Helvellaceae ) characterized by having, in part, fruiting heads
that are "never both hollow on the inside and sponge-like on the
outside . . . The shape of the head varies greatly in the
family." Genera discussed include Gyromitra and Piscina .

Tips on hunting morels are offered. Since several species
of Gyromitra have caused some serious poisonings, the mycophagist
must be absolutely certain of his/her identifications. Culinary
coverage of the edible species of morels is comprehensive. Over
90% of fresh morels is comprised of water. In the dried state
one ounce of morels contains about 100 calories and nearly 20-24%
is protein. On the darker side one must beware of possible
poisonings due to a number of reasons: gluttony, idiosyncratic
reactions (such as allergies), adverse reactions of alcohol when
eaten with morels, and poisonings.

Suggestions on sorting, storing, and
cleaning morels are given, as well as
some recipes. Incidentally, there are two
American cookbooks devoted exclusively to
morels 1

. For those lucky enough to reap a
large harvest of fruiting bodies guidance
on preserving them is offered. Options of
preservation include: drying, freezing,
canning, and storing them in salt or oil.
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The morel life cycle is illustrated by an interesting series
of photos, showing all the representative stages of development,
from a small priraordium to a luscious, mature morel. Almost a

fourth of the book focusses on nomenclature and descriptions of
species of morels. Classification keys and descriptions for the
Morchellaceae include: Disciotis venosa, Verpa conica . V

.

bohemica , Morchella semilibera . M. angusticeps , M . esculenta . and
M. deliciosa . Concerning the concept of species of Morchella
with rounded heads and tan pits (bL. deliciosa and esculenta ) .

Nancy states (page 136): "I am not convinced that there are
objective grounds for recognizing a multitude of species." Keys
and descriptions of eleven species of the Helvellaceae are
presented: Gyromitra sphaerospora . G . esculenta , G . infulva , G

.

ambigua, gigas, <L_ fastigiata . G. caroliniana , G. korf ii , G

.

montana , Piscina leucoxantha , D. perlata , and related species.
For each species information under the following headings is
provided: basic references, synonyms (if any), meaning of the
specific epithet, vernacular names, illustrations provided in the
text of the book, diagnostic features, fruiting pattern and
distribution, edibility, comments, technical description, and
microscopic features.

Cultivation of true morels is dear to many people, those who
would profit from their commercial success and those who would be
assured of a market for buying fresh fruit bodies throughout the
year. The history of this search for successfully cultivating
morels is brought up to the present with advances made at Neogen
Corporation in East Lansing, Michigan. Plate 69 shows trays of
morels produced by current cultivation methods.

The last chapter, "Morel madness: what it means to
Michigan," touches on topics such as "Factors affecting the
crop," "On morel hunters," "Forms of morel madness or morel
mania," "The problem of identification," and "The economics of
morel madness."

A treasury of information concludes the volume: "Foreign
vernacular names," "Selected references for midwestern morel
hunters," "Poison centers and tests for hydrazines in mushrooms,"
"Selected measures and equivalents," "Technique for studying
spore germination," "Glossary," "Literature cited," (this section
is sporulating with all kinds of literature sources), and an
" Index.

"

If morels interest you, this book should be your companion.

1. Ivanovich, Betty. 1980. Morel mushroom cookbook. Utica,
Michigan, Betty's Mushroom Specialties. 60 pp.

and
Leach, Peter & Anne Mikkelsen, editors. 1986. Malfred

Ferndock's morel cookbook. Dennison, Minnesota, Ferndock
Publishing. 117 pp.

The illustrations of morels accompanying this review are
from Franciscus Van Sterbeeck's "Theatrum fungorum oft het
tooneel der campernoel ien ,

' Antwerpen, loseph Iacobs, 1675, plate
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Annual Business Meeting by Billie Sessoms

On February 13, the annual business meeting was held in Couch Library of the
Davie Hall, UNC campus. Jack Billman presented the proposed slate of
officers for 1989: Jack Billman, President

Dave Green, Secretary and Treasurer
There were no other nominations. The vote was unanamous. Jack announced
that he was appointing Lynda Karolak as foray charman, Bill Burk as Program
coordinator, Billie Sessoms as Fungifile editor and Joanna Billman as
Fungifile mailing coordinator.

Dave Green submitted the Treasurer's Report for 1988:

BALANCE 2-1-88 332.43

CREDITS
DUES
INTEREST
NET FROM
GIFT

SHIITAKE EVENT

547.06
11.04
37.25
80.00

675.35

DEBITS
PO BOX RENT
POSTAGE
XEROXING
PHONE CALLS
COOKING SUPPLIES
NAMA DUES

22.00
143.50
120.14
39.65
6.57

25.00

356.86

BALANCE 1-31-89 650.92

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

** MEMBERSHIP DUES ******** MEMBERSHIP DUES ******** MEMBERSHIP DUES
If there is a RED MARK on your mailing label, you have not paid your dues
for 1989. This will be the last newsletter you will receive unless dues
are paid. Please use the form provided in the November/December Fungifile.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Meetings
May 8: G
illustrates wi
the Friesian
the features
microscope

.

attachment, po
color, etc."
false morels.
American Myc
Mushrooms and
Botany Buildin
for April.

illed fungi: the Friesian genera. "Explains and
th diagrams the terminology and stature types of
system, for 150 years the best system for teaching
used to identify mushrooms without use of a
The system is based on veil remnants, gill

sition and texture of stem, cap, shape, spore print
AND Non— gilled mushrooms, including morels and

Both of these programs are supplied by the North
ological Association's Educational Programs on
Mushrooming. Meeting: 7:30 pm. Couch Library,
g, UNC campus. This is the show which was promised

NO MEETINGS IN JUNE, JULY OR AUGUST



Foray Schedule for 1989
This is an updated foray schedule. Meet at the specified
location at 9:30 am on Saturday mornings unless otherwise noted.
In case of drought or rain, if a foray is cancelled, the phone
tree will try to notify everyone. If you have a question about a
foray, contact the foray leader.

MAY 13: Schenk Memorial Forest, Raleigh (See Map) Jack Billman
will lead. Meet Jack at the Forest at 9:30.

June 10: Duke Forest, Durham (See Map) Leader will be Jacques
Poirier. Meet Jacques at the Phillips 66 service station at
10am.

July 8: Battle Park, Chapel Hill

July 29—30: A weekend trip is tentatively planned to Jones Lake
State Park, Bladen County. Owen McConnell will be the leader.
More details follow in the next newsletter.

September 9: Wally Kauffman's property, Chatham County, led by
Wa 1 1 y

.

October 7: Butner Area led by Owen McConnell.

FORAY REPORTS
MARCH Shiitake innoculation at NCBG: There was a small but
interested group who enthusiatical ly innoculated many oak logs-
After paying Edmund Badham for the spawn, the club actually made
a profit. IF YOU WERE NOT ABLE TO ATTEND BUT DO WANT TO HAVE
SHIITAKE LOGS this is possible! The club has about 15 logs
innoculated in April, 1988 which can be purchased. They are
located at Jack Billman 's in Cary, Bruce Wilks' in Hillsborough
and Billie Sessoms' in Durham. The cost is 3.00 or 5.00 each
depending on the size of the log. To purchase a log, pay Dave
Green and arrange with the club member closest to you to go by
and pick up your log. Linda and Ed Karolak report 12 mushrooms
harvested from 3 sweet gum and oak logs innoculated in 1988.

APRIL Morel foray: It was raining cats and dogs but 30 hardy
souls met at the Texaco station and split into two groups. Jack
Billman reported that the group to Battle Park found only 12 or
so. The group which went out 15—501 had better luck. Owen and
Pat McConnell reported finding about 30.

MEETING REPORTS

MARCH MEETING By Billie Sessoms
The March meeting at Gross Chem Lab was to have been the NAMA
slideshow. Unfortunately, the NAMA person forgot to mail the
slides. Jack Billman brought some of his excellent collection
for an interesting evening.



APRIL MEETING By Dave Green
Dr. Mike Levi of the North Carolina Agricultural Extension
Service presented a program on wood—destroying fungi. The
modern. energy—efficient home, with its intentional lack of
ventilation, provides a haven for white—rot and brown—rot fungi.
All wood destroying fungi, including those referred to as "dry
rot" require food, moisture, oxygen and warmth to grow. The
major control mechanisms involve reducing the moisture content of
the wood involved to 207. or less. This is accomplished by
reducing the moisture in the air and soil to which the wood is
exposed. Improved ventilation, as well as diversion of water
from crawl spaces were recommended along with increasing the
distance between soil and wood through various landscaping
techniques. The most interesting fungus described by Dr. Levi
was Poria incrassata , a water conducting fungus which extends a
rhizomorph from the moist soil which it inhabits to relatively
dry wood, which it then destroys. While Poria is capable of
pumping water up to 15 feet, it generally does not spread if the
distance between the highest moist soil and the lowest wood is
greater than one foot. The various types of pressure treated
lumber available for applications close to the soil were also
described

.

THE MYCQPHAG I ST ' S KITCHEN
The following recipe is from The Spore Print, Journal or the Los
Angeles Mycological Society which took it from the February issue
of Sunset magazine.

TQRTELLINI WITH MUSHROOM—CHEESE SAUCE

6 oz cream cheese (2/3 cup)
3/4 cup milk
12 oz frozen tortellini (pasta)
parsely sprigs

1 Tabsp butter
1 lb mushrooms, finely chopped
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 Tabsp fresh basil, minced

(or 1 tesp dry basil)
Melt butter in 10" or 12" frying pan over medium—high heat. Add
mushrooms, garlic and basil; stir often until all liquid has
evaporated and mushrooms begin to brown (10 to 12 min). Add
cream cheese and milk; stir until cheese melts and sauce begins
to boil gently. Meanwhile, in a 5— to 6—quart pan, bring 4
quarts if water to a boil. Add frozen tortellini, or any pasta,
and cook, uncovered until just barely tender (15 to 20 minutes).
Drain and pour into bowl; add mushroom sauce and mix well. Spoon
tortellini and sauce equally onto 4 or 6 heated dinner plates;
garnish with parsely. Makes 6 first—course or 4 entree servings.

Editor's note: This recipe should work with any mushroom. The
flavor will vary accordingly. Try pleurotis for an oyster
flavor. .^^^"^^



BACKYARD CULTIVATION
Some club members have expressed interest in cultivating the
Oyster Mushroom on slices of Tulip Poplar wood. If you are
interested in trying this method or know of a fresh—cut Tulip
Poplar from which slices could be taken, please contact Billie
Sessoms (383—5853). We will also be innoculating toilet paper
rolls as described in the following article reprinted from the
Mycophi le

.

The October 1988 issue of The Mycologist (a mycological journal
published quarterly by the British Mycological Society) contains
an article that tells about using rolls of toilet paper to
cultivate the Oyster Mushroom! The article by C. H. Dickenson
points out, since toilet paper rolls comprise an almost sterile
source of wood fiber, they can serve as good substrate for the
mycelia of this mushroom. This cultivation method using toilet
paper rolls appears to be a relatively easy method. Herein is an
attempt to relate this method using information I was able to
gather from the article.

1. Moisten toilet paper with boiling water, allow it to cool,
then innoculate the central hole with spawn. (Note: Article
doesn't say whether to remove the cardboard core or not. Try it
both ways .

)

2. The roll should be kept in a saucer and in the dark at 22
degrees C for two weeks. (Note: Use a clear plastic bag with
holes punched in it as a cover.) At the end of the two week
period, the roll should have a good growth of mycelia in it which
should be visible and evident.

3. The mycelia should now be given a thermal shock. This can be
done by placing the roll in the vegetable bin of a refrigerator
for about 24 hours.

4. The roll should be placed in an environment where 15 degrees
C can be maintained. With luck mushrooms should appear within
two weeks, and if the roll is kept moist, more mushrooms should
appear at two—week intervals.

Note: If you try this
your results.

method on your own, please let us know

SHIITAKE INOCULATION HINT by Jacques Poirier
The tool for inoculating with sawdust spawn is a brass plunger
which costs $20. As an alternative, use an ordinary kitchen
funnel and a wooden dowel which fits through the inside if the
funnel and a drill bit the same size as the small end of the
funnel. Drill the spawn holes in your log, scoop spawn into the
funnel, place the small end of the funnel just into a hole and
tamp spawn into the hole using the dowel. Simply move the funnel
to the next hole and tamp again. Not only will this allow use of
3 less expensive tool, but is faster since you don't have to
refill as often.



SOME INTERESTING MUSHROOM SPECIES FOUND IN THE PIEDMONT AND
MOUNTAINS OF NORTH CAROLINA IN 1988
by Owen McConnell

Just as William Coker's article, "Amanitas of the Eastern
United States", which appeared in the June, 1917 issue of the
Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society , was through
the press, he was fortunate to find an Amanita which he had not
collected previously and which, he observed, agreed well with
descriptions of a European species, Amanita nitida Fries. In an
addendum to his article, he described this single rather small
mushroom {cap 3.5 cm. broad), noting that the description was
made from only one mushroom and that "some discrepancies due to
variations, are to be expected in other collections". The
mushroom was reported as found "In path, cool damp woods just
above meeting of the waters, June 18, 1917" in Chapel Hill near
the UNC campus.

Jenkins (1986) gives a description of Amanita nitida very
similar to Coker's and states that it inhavits mixed coniferous
and deciduous forests in North Carolina and Tennessee. He cites
only one cap size, 35mm. , which is identical to the size of
Coker's mushroom.

On 9—30—88 I found two mushrooms growing side by side in
Battle Park on the UNC—Chapel Hill campus, which fit Coker's
description of Amanita nitida perfectly, except for cap size.
One cap was 5.5 cm. and the other was 9.5 cm. broad- They were
on the bank of Battle Branch in sandy soil among green moss and
near rocks embedded in the soil. The site was in a deciduous
woods, and they were under tulip trees ( Liriodendron tulipifera )

and American beech ( Faqus qrandifolia )

.

The characters of Amanita nitida are very distinctive and
unlike any other Amanita species which grows in North Carolina
except Amanita onusta . I have seen A. onusta in the Mountains of
North Carolina, where it is fairly common, but not in the
Piedmont. Coker did not include A. onusta among the species
listed in his 1917 article. A. nitida is a very attractive
mushroom with its darker grey warts contrasting with the white
margin and lighter gray disc of the cap, an appendiculate margin,
the stem surface above the bulb delicately and beautifully
flocculent with soft white fibers, and the bulb ringed at the top
with circles of warts the color of those on the cap.

However, Jenkin's observation that A. onusta and A. nitida
can be confused, appears to be an understatement. In fact, when
one compares the descriptions of the two species given in
Jenkin's book, they are so similar in both macroscopic and
microscopic characters that no significant differences
can be discerned, except perhaps for the greater range in size of

A. onusta . The cap diameter of A. onusta is given as 15—105mm.



and the stem dimensions as 35—155 X 6—15mm. (compared with 35 X
8mm. for A . ni tida ) - The stem dimensions of the two mushrooms
I found were 35 X 80mm. and 40 X 90mm. Therefore, the stipe
dimensions of my mushrooms agree all right with both species, but
my cap sizes are greater than the single diameter (35mm. ) given
for A. nitida .

Either the cap diameter of A. nitida must be extended up to
9.5cm. to include my mushrooms, or the geographic range of A

.

onusta must be extended from the Mountains to the Piedmont, or it
must be concluded that A. nitida and A. onusta are the same
species. I favor the latter conclusion. Because of the close
proximity of the mushrooms I found to the site where Coker
collected A. nitida , I believe we have observed individuals of
the same species and that Coker ' s single mushroom just happened
to be a relatively small one for cap size. Jenkins offers no
clear criteria for discriminating between A. onusta and A

.

nitida ; and unless someone does so, then the concepts of the two
species will remain the same. Apparently, Amanita ni tida/onusta
(I do not know which name has priority) is a relaltively rare
mushroom in the Piedmont, but the range of its fruiting time can
now be extended from June 18 (Coker' s date) to September 30
( mine )

.

Another mushroom of interest was also found in Battle Park
in Chapel Hill. On October 10, 1988. Bill Burk brought a bolete
to a TAMC meeting for identification. I identified this mushroom
as Boletus qertrudiae PK. It agreed well with the painting in
the lower right hand corner of Plate 34 in Snell and Dick (1970),
as well as with the verbal description given on page 69. It was a
mature bolete whose cap was bright brownish yellow all over,
with the yellow extending half way down the stipe- This
interesting bolete has a stipe which is at first pure white, but
then the yellow color begins at the apex and gradually extends
down the stipe until sometimes sthe entire stem is yellow. The
white color on the stem below the yellow was a striking pure
white (the stem was smooth below but reticulated above). The
white flesh in the and the yellowish pores did not change on
bruising, a characteristic which is similar to Boletus
variipes , to which it seems related. Snell and Dick give only
Conneticut as the place of occurence for this bolete. I know of
no previous reports of its being found in North Carolina. The
fruiting date is a rather late one.

Another bolete of interest was found in the Hollow Rock section
of the Duke Forest between Durham and Chapel Hill. This species
appeared to be Boletus rubrof 1 ammeus . 1 observed two individuals
of this species on 9—10—88 when they were gathered in moist, low
hardwoods near New Hope creek by participants in a foray I was
leading. The next day I found one more myself. It was growing
in rich deciduous woods under white oak ( Quercus alba ) and
American beech. I had previously found one of these boletes on
9-26-87 in the same area. All the individuals were remarkably
similar and unlike any other bolete species I have observed in



the area.

A typical mushroom from this collection had a cap that was 7

cm. broad, tubes 7mm. deep, and a solid stipe 5.5cm. long and 1.5
to 2.5cm. thick. The mushroom appeared all red: the cap was dry
and was a deep purplish rose to wine—red color, the pore mouths
were deep red, and the stipe appeared red at a distance because
its yellow surface was entirely covered with a fine, elongated,
dark red reticulation, which was one of the most distinctive
features of this mushroom and quite unlike the heavey coarse
reticulation of Boletus frostii . All parts of the mushroom
turned blue rather quickly when injured.

These boletes matched the description given by Smith and
Thiers (1971) for Boletus rubrof 1 ammeus . There is another very
similar species described by Snell and Dick (1970) named Boletus
f lammans , which I believe I found in the Mountains of North
Carolina on 9—4—88 on the Labor Day Weekend Foray of the
Asheville Mushroom Club. I discovered two of them growing next
to one another in the Pisgah National Forest off the Blue Ridge
Parkway south of Asheville about 50 meters from Wash Creek in a
area having white pines ( Pinus strobus ) and eastern hemlocks
( Tsusqa canadensis ). One had an immature cap only 2cm. broad,
but the tube mouths were already deep red, and the other was
mature with a 7.5cm. broad cap. Theses all red boletes from the
Mountains were very similar to the B rubrof 1ammeus found in the
Duke Forest except that the caps were viscid rather than dry; the
stipe was reticulated only on the upper portion rather than all
over, the lower portion being furfuraceous ; and the habitat was
under white pines and hemlocks rather than hardwoods. These
noted differences are consistent with the descriptions of the two
species given by Dick and Snell and Smith and Thiers,
respec t ive 1 y

.

Neither species, B. rubrof 1 ammeus or B. f lammans , has been
reported before from North Carolina to my knowledge. Snell and
Dick report colections of B. f lammans from Nova Scotia, New
Hampshire, New York and Pennsylvania. Smith and Thiers state that
B. rubrof lammeus is "rare in Michigan."
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deCurrent Events
These are some of the events for fungal happenings around the
country. Mark your calendar so you can participate if you are xn
the area.

July 23—29 Summer course — Advanced Mycological Techniques will
be taught at the Eagle Hill Wildlife Research Station in Stuben

,

Maine. Field work, ID techniques (especially microscopy),
concenrating on Russulaceae, Boletaceae and Amanitaceae.
Instructor is Dr. Richard Homola. Contact the research station
or call 207-546-2821

.

August 17—20 NEMF Foray at Franklin Pierce College, Rindge, NH.
An annual foray organized by a consortium of northeastern
mushroom clubs. This event was attended last year by several
TAMC members who really enjoyed the event. Application form is
included in this issue. Registration is limited to 300.

August 24—27 Telluride Mushroom Conference will be held at
Telluride, Colorado. Lectures and workshops will be presented by
Gary Lincoff, Paul Stamets, Andrew Weil, John Corbin and others.
For more information and to register, contact Fungofile, P0 Box
5503, Denver, Colorado, 80217-5503 Phone 303-296-9359.

August 27—September 10 Mushrooming in the Soviet Union with
Dennis Bowman. Contact him at 520 NE 83 St, Seattle, WA 98115
Phone 206-525-8399.

August 30—September 13 Mushrooms in French Canada and the
Mari times led by Gary Lincoff, Andrew Weil and Emanuel Saltzman.
The first half of September is especially good for boletes. The
most mushrooms ever collected in a weekend foray were from Quebec
Province. For more information, or to register, contact
Fungifile, PO Box 5503 , Denver, CO 80217 Phone 303-296-9359.

October 19—22 NAMA foray at Touch of Nature Environmental
Center, Carbondale, IL. Dr Walter Sundberg will be the host
mycologist. Contact NAMA, 3556 Oakwood, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 for
more information.



14th Annual

Northeastern Ideological Foray

FRANKLIN FIERCE COLLEGE RINDGE, N.H.

Aug 17-20 1989

We will be celebrating our 1989 NEMF at Franklin Pierce College. We feel that it is ap-

propriate that our 14th annual foray is being held at the college named for our nation's 14th

president. Mycologically, this area should interest mushroomers as it is the last remaining

northeastern state yet to host the NEMF convention. The woods in this area abound with

mushrooms, especially chanterelles, and promise excellent collecting for all.

We are very happy to announce that Dr. Richard Homola from the University of Maine will

be our 1989 senior foray mycologist. Dr. Homola is already well known to most NEMF partic-

ipants for his unflagging dedication to helping amateur mycologists.

The College's location is most attractive, being situated on 1000 wooded acres at the

base of famous Mt. Monadnock. The college cafeteria overlooks Pearly Lake where swim-

ming and boating activities can be enjoyed.

While enjoying ihe beauty of scenic New Hampshire, you might not want to miss visiting

nearby Cathedral of the Pines for some spectacular views of Mt. Monadnock. Exploring a
few miles to the Northwest will bring you to the city of Keene, known for the widest paved
Main Street in the world. Peterborough, a few miles to the north, was the model for Thornton

Wilders OUR TOWN. Traveling a little further north to Hillsboro we can visit the birthplace of

our nations's 14th president, Franklin Pierce. The area is also known to be prosperous for

antique hunters.

Participants will have a chance to foray in unique habitats; to see and study hundreds of

different mushrooms; occasion to attend dozens of programs on various aspects of mush-
rooming for beginner through expert; unequaled opportunity to meet and make new friends

with amateur mycologists from all over the Northeast, and to meet and discuss mycology with

many professional mycologists.

Send your registration in early to assure a place at this exciting foray. Keep in mind that

our total number of participants is limited this year, and we have a first-come, first-serve

basis for both single and deluxe accommodations. IT

A chance to make a simple mushroom (market) basket 15" x 8",
all materials provided; to be completed in one session on Friday
morning. This basket will make an ideal collecting basket for
yourself or as a gift. Attendance is limited to 15 people so all
participants must preregister in advance. Cost will be $15.00
and checks must be made out to Susan Kibby and sent to: P.O.Box
291, Oldwick, N.J. 08858. All registrants will receive a further
information sheet about the course.

MAKE YOUR OWN COLLECTING BASKET with SUSAN KIBBY



THE BOOKSHELF

A CHECKLIST OF KANSAS MUSHROOMS compiled by Richard Kay for The
Kaw River Mycological Society. Available from him at 601
Mississippi St, Lawrence. Kansas 66044. Spiral bound
(5 1/2 >; 8 1/2); SO pages. $8.50 postpaid.

This is an annotated inventory of 727 species reported from
Kansas. Typical entries indicate scientific Latin name,
synonyms, common English name, whether described in field guides
by Aurora, Huffman, Lincoff or Peterson and comments. The index
by genus and species has 2,758 entries.

From Col tsfoot , a publication about wild plants and herbs comes
this review by Julue Summers of another reference guide.

HARPER'S MUSHROOM REFERENCE GUIDE AND CHECK LIST by Herbert H.
Harper. Available from him at 8975 North Shore Trail, Forest
Lake, MN 55025. Spiral bound (8 1/2 x 11); 170 pages. *12. 95
plus $1.50 for postage and handling.

A reference guide to 1775 species of mushrooms in North America,
compiled from thirteen commonly used field guides and presented
in easy—to—read tabular form. You may guickly get a summary of
information without searching through each book, and see patterns
in locality, habitat, time of fruiting and edibility for a
particular genus or family. See at a glance which field guides
describe a particular species. Some of the other features are:
all species arranged alphabetically by family, genus and species
showing alternate scientific names and common names, questionable
taxonomic relationships and species complexes, edible species
that have poisionous look-alikes and more than 200 cross-
references of older species names. It is also keyed to 10
localities and 17 habitats where the species has been found, time
of fruiting by season, relative abundance, edibility (with
conflicting data), 13 field guides, and more.

MORELS: A GOURMET'S DELIGHT by Dr. D. Mai loch is published by
Agriculture Canada. This booklet covers the kinds of morels
found in Canadam their habitats, how to collect, preserve and
cook them. It is available from Otto Lang, 103 Fenside Drive,
Don Mills, Ontario M3A 2V7 for $1.00 postage and handling. There
may be an additional charge for ordering from North Carolina!

The listings on the next 2 pages are from Catalogue 29 of Natural
History Books from Patricia Ledie — booksel ler ^fepO Box 90, Bean
Road. Buckfield. Maine 04220 Phone 207-336-2778 -i



4 17. Ammirati, J.F., J.A. Traquair i 1
J

. A.llorgan. I>OISONOUS MUSHROOMS OF THE
NORTHERN U.S. AND CANADA, U. of Minn., 1985, pp.396, illus. $75.00

418. Arora, David. MUSHROOMS DEMYSTIFIED, Ten Speed Press, 1986, Rev . Ed
.

,

p. 959, 1000 photos(300 color)of 2000 species. $Paper-24 . 95 ; Cloth-39.95

419. Bessette, Alan & W.J. Sundberg . MUSHROOMS, a Macmillan Field Guide,
1987, pp.173, 254 photos (219 color). $Paper-12 . 95 ; Cloth-24.95

420. Bessette, Alan. MUSHROOMS OF THE AD1RONDACKS, a field guide, North
Country, 1988, pp.148, 140 color photos. Excellent photos. $Paper-12.95

421. Brodo, Irwin M . . THE LICHENS OF LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK: a vegetational
& floristic analysis, NY Ste Mus . Bui 1 . jj 4 10 , pp.330, maps. $Paper-9.95

4 22. Chang, Shu-Ting & P. G. Miles. EDIBLE MUSHROOMS & THEIR CULTIVATION,
CRC, 1988, p. 400. *A major reference book for mushroom growers & for
students majoring in horticulture. PUBLICATION DUE EARLY '89. $185.00

423. Conard, Henry S.. HOW TO KNOW THE MOSSES & LIVERWORTS, Pictured Key
Nature Series, keys & illus., spiral bound. $23.95

424. Crum, Howard. A FOCUS ON PEAT IANDS & PEAT MOSSES, U.of Michigan, 1988
pp. 306. **Excellent primary text for amateur natural historians &

students of natur.il resources. . . it is simply a definitive work. $49.95

425. Daniels, R.E.. HANDBOOK OF EUROPEAN SPHAGNA, Inst.Terr. Ecology, 1985,
pp.262, 85 text fig. (drawings & maps). $34.95

426
Ellis, Martin B. & J.Pamela. MICROFUNGI ON MISCELIANEOUS SUBSTRATES,
Dioscorides, 1988, pp.244, 556 line drawings. ** Organized by host
habitat with keys to genera & species. $46.95

427. Farr, M. . HOW TO KNOW THE TRUE SLIME MOLDS, Pict. Key Series. $23.95

428. Galun, Margalith, Ed.. CRC HANDBOOK OF LICHENOLOGY, 1988.
—Vol I-The true nature of lichens-a historical survey. $145.00
—Vol II-Lichen physiology f. ecophysiology . $110.00
--Vol Ill-Chemical constituents of lichens. $97.50

429. Gilbertson, R.L. & L.Ryvarden. NORTH AMERICAN POLYPORES, 1988, 2

volume set, pp.885, text illus. **Definitive work. $169.95

430. Grout, A.J.. MOSSES WITH HAND-LENS AND MICROSCOPE, John Johnson 1972
reissue of 1903 Ed, pp.416, 220 text i 1 1 us . *Northeaste rn mosses. $15.00

431.
Guild, Ben. THE ALASKAN MUSHROOM HUNTER'S GUIDE, Alaska Northwest,
1977, pp.286, 101 drawings by Jack VanHoesen. $Paper-19.95

432. Hale, Mason & Mariette Cole. CALIFORNIA LICHENS, U.of California,
1988, pp.312, 16 pp. color pi. **Describes over 350 species(48 are
illus. in color-others in b&w) , with keys, maps. DUE EARLY '89. $24.95

433 . Hale, Mason F. . NOW TO KNOW THF. LICHENS, Pict.Key Nature Series. $23.95

434. Huffman, Donald M.et al. . MUSHROOMS & OTHER FUNGI OF THE MIDCONTIN-
ENTAL U.S., Iowa St., 1988, pp.244, 200 species illus. in color &

described, keys & text illus. NOW IN STOCK. $Paper-19.95

435. Johnston, A. & C . Booth , F.dr. . . PIJVNT PATHOI/XilSTS POCKET BOOK, 2nd Ed.,
1983, pp.429. $Paper-14 .95; Cloth-29.95

436. Katsaros, Peter. ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO COMMON SLIME MOLDS, Mad River,
1988, pp.66, 64 color photos, text illus. **The publisher reports that
the long delays in the publication of this book are due to the search
for a reasonable color printer. They now expect to ship in early 1989.
Your patience is appreciated. $24.95



4 37.

Konrad, P. & A.Maublanc. ICONICS SEI.ECTAE FUNGORUM, Vol 1-3 (of 6),
Paris, 1924-1933, 299 color plates, 3 volumes bound in rod cloth, Fx-
Library, verso of all plates stamped (2 repaired). $575.00

438. Lee, Thos.F.. THE SEAWEED HANDIK50K, an illustrated guide to seaweeds
from N.Carolina to the arctic, Dover 1986 reissue, pp.217. $Paper-5.95

4 39. Lincoff, Gary H . . AUDUBON SOCIFTY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH AMERICAN
MUSHROOMS, Harper & Row, 1981, pp. 926, 762 color photos. $14.95

440. Longton, R.E.. BIOIyOGY OF POI.AR BRYOPHYTES & LICHENS, Cambridge , 1988

,

pp.280, illus. **Studies in Polar Research. $95.00

441. McKnight, Kent & Vera. MUSHROOMS, Peterson Field Guide #34, 1987, pp.
448, 48 pi. (40 color), text illus. $Paper- 1 3 . 95 ; Cloth-19.95

44 2. Mickel, John T. HOW TO KNOW THE FERNS & FERN ALLIES, Wm . C . Brown , 1979

,

pp.229, illus., spiral bound, Pictured Key Series. $23.95

443. Miller Jr., Orson K . . MUSHROOMS OF NORTH AMERICA, Dutton, 1985, pp.
368, 442 species illus. by 292 color photos, keys & illus. $Paper-16.95

444. Nash, T.H. & B.V.Worth et al.. LICHENS, BRYOPHYTES & AIR QUALITY,
Biblio. Lichen. #30, 1988, pp.297. $95.00

44 5. Orr, Robert T. & Dorothy B. . MUSHROOMS OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA, U.of
California, 1979, pp. 293. $Paper-10 . 95 ; Cloth-25.00

446
Overholts, Lee Oras. THE POLYPORACEAE OF THE UNITED STATES, ALASKA,
& CANADA, Prepared for publication by J.L.Lowe, U.of Michigan, 1953,
pp.466, 132 pi. Small dirt marks on fore edge. $55.00

4 56

447. Proctor, G.R.. FERNS OF JAMAICA, British Museum (Nat. Hist.), pp.610,
135 line drawings, 22 maps. **Comprehensive & authoritative. $100.00

448. Reese, William D. MOSSES OF THE GULF SOUTH, Louisiana State U. , 1984,
pp.252, text illus. (Published at $35.00). SPECIAL PRICE. $19.95

449. Schofield, W.B.. INTRODUCTION TO BRYOI>OGY, Macmillan, 1985, pp.431,
illus. **Emphasizes systematic relationships. $59.95

450. Smith, Alexander H.. FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN MUSHROOMS, U.of Michigan,
1975, pp.280, 203 color photos. $18.50

451. Snell, W.H. & E.A.Dick. BOLET I OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA, 1970, pp.
116, 87 pi. (71 color). Special Price. $87.50

452. Snell, W.H. & E.A.Dick. A GLOSSARY OF MYCOLOGY, 1972, Rev . Ed . $18.95

453. Tylutki, Edmund E . . MUSHROOMS OF IDAHO & THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST Vol 2,

Non-Gilled Hymenomycetes , Boletes , Chantere 1 les , Cora 1 Funqi , Polvnnrp<; j.

Spine Fungi, U.of Idaho, 1988, pp.232, color photos .+ *NEW. $Paper-14.95

4 54. Vitt, Dale, J.March & R.Bovey. MOSSES, LICHENS, & FERNS OF NORTHWEST,

U.of Washington, 1980, pp.288, 410 color photos, 370 species. NEW
PUBLICATION. NOW IN STOCK. $Paper-17.50

455. Weber, Nancy Smith & Alexander H. . FIELD GUIDE TO SOUTHERN MUSHROOMS,

U.of Michigan, 1985, pp.280, 240 color photos. $16.50

Wilding, N., M.Collins & P.M. Hammond. INSECT-FUNGUS INTERACTIONS,
Academic, ca.288 pp. PUBLICATION DUE EARLY '89. Tentative price. $68. 95

457
$9.95



1989 NORTHEASTERN MYCOLOGICAL FORAY

FRANKLIN PIERCE COLLEGE

RINDGE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

August 17-20, 1989

Name;

Names of all persons in party:

Names & ages of children:

Full Address:

Telephone
( )

-

Club affiliation:

Non-smoker or smoker (circle one)

Handicap - please specify special needs:

Fees: Full package includes room and meals from Thursday afternoon through Sunday
morning, linens, and all activities

$1 65 per person for double occupancy - dormitory style

$225 per person deluxe Two bedroom apartments with Living room, kitchen, and
1 & 1/2 baths. For double occupancy only - on first come - first serve basis.

(slightly longer walk to center of activities or use car)

$21 5 per person for single occupancy (# available fixed by college - on first come -

first serve basis)

$0 one child age 5 & under (in your room - you bring sleeping bag)

$1 65 per child age 6 and over

$135 per person day registrants (meals included)

$20 Late fee per person on all applications received after July 1 5th. All

applications received after August 3rd will be returned. NOTE: maximum #
of attendees is 350 this year.

$ TOTAL ENCLOSED

Registration must be paid in full at time of application. Checks payable to Northeastern
Mycological Foray.

MAIL THIS FORM TO: NORTHEASTERN MYCOLOGICAL FORAY
BARBARA PEABODY

RD1 , BOX 250
MILFORD, N. J. 08848

TELEPHONE # 201 -995-91 1
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NO MEETINGS IN JULY OR AUGUST

Foray Schedule for 1989
"his is an updated foray schedule ieet at the specified
location at 9:30 am on Saturday morninds unless otherwise noted.

case of drought or rain, if a foray is cancelled, th?

tree will try to notify everyone. If you have a question about
foray, contact the foray leader.

July 8: Battle Park, Chapel Hi i i

at Battle Park at 10 am.
Billman will lead. Meet

July A weekend trip planned to Jones Lake State Park,
en Coun ty Owen hcConnei 1 will he the leade

camping sites are tent sites with no power
with flush toilets and hot showers at th
at the swimming, cavil I ion by Jones Lake.

Jones i_a.Ke

There is a washhouse
tent site and another
Owen describes Jones

l— OS i : nz CS - - r ( a hard, sandy bottom and good swimming.
it reservahle. but on a first-come basis

h=-

jwen



prefers to go Friday night to assure camp sites, and allow an
early Saturday (and Sunday) foray to beat the heat and
mosquitoes. He may be able to hold campsites for Saturday
arrivals. There are motels in the White Lake area for those who
don't want to camp. See the page of motel information later in
the newsletter. Food will be the responsibility of each
individual. If you will be going on this foray, contact Owen
immediately (477—5i7S) to set up a rendezvous point and get
di recti oris

.

September 9: (dally Kauffman's property , Chatham County, led by
Wal ly

.

Butrier Area led by Owen McDonnell.

THE MYCQPHAG I ST ' S KITCHEN

For this issue, instead of a recipe, these are articles about
Amanita musearia and A. rubescens which are sometimes eaten.
Both are from the New Jersey Mycoloqical Assn June, 1989 News,
The article on A. muse a r a

a

originally was published in the Feb.
1989 Puget Sound Mycological Society newsletter. Spore Prints.

AMANITA MUSCARIA by Mike Beug
[Dr. Beug is a Dean at Evergreen State College where he taught
both mycology and chemistry.

J

The two known toxins of A. muscaria , muscimol and ibotenic acid,
are water soluble. Thus, if the mushrooms are boiled, canned, or
cooked in a pressure cooker, they are edible as long as the juice
is ciscarded. An example of what can happen if the juice is not
discarded came frm a couple in Centralia several years ago. They
had learned about the edibility of canned A. muscaria from
Russian immigrants living in the Roslyn area. Unfortunately,
they had not learned the part about draining the juice before
eating the mushrooms. They used a quart of canned A. muscaria .

juice and all, in a spaghetti sauce. After they dined, the
neighbors heard a terrible ruckus coming from their house and
came over to find the couple in a very disoriented state busily-
smashing up their own home. The neighbors got the couple to the
hospital but while everyone was gone their son come home
oblivious to the destruction and had dinner also—yielding yet
another trip to the hospital.

Regarding dried A. muscaria— it is virtually as toxic as fresh,
though boiling in water and discarding the water is effective if
you want to eat the mushrooms without the mind altering effects
such as those reported in A lice in Wonderland. However, if you
have cats, make certain that they do not get into your dried
mushrooms. They seem to find dried A. muscaria very attractive,
but it is deadly poisonous to them. With humans, the effects are
typically disorientation followed by deep, coma-like sieeo and
then full recovery in about 12 hours. Sometimes the? experience



.s very f righten ing ; rarely is it pleasurable. Hospitalization
and a significant medical bill are the more mormal outcome of an
A= muscaria experience. Besides, I do not like being awakened at

relatives wondering what to do.iends or-

is not an effective way to det
The toxins are distributed fairly evenly throug
When the original research was done on the c

muscaria many, many years ago, a ton of mushr
thentne peelinas were analyzed jecause

thought that there was truth in the belief that the to>
concentrated in the cap—however, they not only failed
the two main toxins (they identified muscarine, a minor
A . ffiuscaria , but a major toxin in i nocybe mushrooms),
became ill from absorbing toxin through their skin from
so many mushrooms , If you. want to know what A. muscari
like (and they are delicious—that e one reason why the
so many people), go ahead and sample the mushrooms, j

them out i

mushrooms- t
"stead of swallowing

cook and swallow!
I ner are plenty of goo

oxify it
hour the
hemistry
ooms was
chemists
ins were
to find

toxin in
but many
pee ling

a tastes
y poison
ust spit
d ed idle

AMANITA MUSCARIA

CAP? yellowd to orange in Eastern N. America, red in the West,
with white patches. 5—26cm wide, convex to flat, moist, slightly
sticky

.

FLESH: white, firm.
SILLS: white, free of stalk or nearly so,
STALK: white, 5-15cm long, l-3cm thick enlarging at base with
concentric bands of cottony tissue near base and fragile
membranous ring near apex.
FOUND: summer and fall, solitary or in groups on ground in
conifer and mixed woods.

AMANITA RUBESCENS

Many European (field) guides rate A. rubescene as excellent,
however there are too many Amanitas that are similar and
poisonous, therefore NJMA cannot recommend it to be edible,

CAP ; red—brown, pinkish warts, bruising reddish, 5—15cm across.
SILLS: close, white, stained pinkish to red—dotted.
STEM: thick, bulbous, white tinged dull pinkish—red esp. below
where damaged or insect eaten.
VOLVA : absent, only a few warty zones around base of stem.
RING; White, fragile. membraneous. Common in conxfer and
deciduous woods, summer to fall. Edible when cooked but
poisonous if eaten raw.



ON THE IDENTIFICATION AND NAMING OF NORTH CAROLINA SUILLUS
SPECIES HAVING A PARTIAL VEIL by Owen McConnell

On September 9, 1933 I found three mushroom of the genus
Sui 1 I us fruiting under pitch pine ( Pinus riqida ) on Cumberland
Knob, which is the northern most point on the Blue Ridge Parkway
xn North Carolina (just before crossing the state line into
Virginia). They had characteristics which agreed well with the
paintings and descriptions of Su i

1

lus pinoriqidus in Snell and
Dick (1970). Snell and Dick named this species for the tree with
which they found it associated, namely, Pinus riqida , the pitch
pine. They do not mention it occurring with any other tree. In
North Carolina pitch pines grow only in the Mountains. I have-
not heard of anyone reporting this species previously from North
Carolina nor even mentioning a Sui 1 lu s species with a partial
veil and annulus on the stem growing under pitch pines in the
state. Therefore, my first reaction was to conclude that I had
discovered an additional bolete species which could be added to
the North Carolina list. After reviewing the existing literature
on Sui 1 1 us species with partial veils, I am not so sure.

All North Carolina Sui 1 lus species having a partial veil,
except for the distinctive red Sui 1 lus spraquii { pictus ) , were
calleo Bol etus C Sui 1 lus j lutens by Coker and Beers (1943).
Furthermore, Coker and Beers considered Sui 1 lus lutens as a
synonym for Suill us su b 1 u teus , which it is currently not thought
to be. This confusion apparently represented the state of the
science at that time. Smith and Thiers (1964) comment on page
30: "The species £i.e. S. sub luteus ] is at the same time one of
the most distinctive in the genus [ Sui 1 lus j and the one most
frequently misidenti f ied by all mycologists in North America,
starting from Peck himself and including the present authors
prior to their examination of the type." After a study of the
type of Suill us su b I u teus- , Smith and Thiers give descriptions of
the two species which make it easy to discriminate between them.
Sui II us luteus Fries can be distinguished from Su i 1 1 us sub 1 u teus
Peck by its thicker. more rounded cap; thicker stipe? white to
yellow rather than sa 1 mon—och^aceous to orange tones in the
interior of the stipe; and by a veil which sheaths the base of
the stem and creates a flaring persistent annulus having purplish
drab zones rather than a veil which is baggy originally and
collapses to form a narrow white to brown annulus that becomes
inconspicuous with age.

Su i 1 lus luteus is a European species which also ranges
through the conifer areas of southern Canada ana the nor".:hern
United States. It has not been collected from North Carolina to
my knowledge. Su ill us su b i u teus , cn the other hand, was
onganally collected in New York by C.H. Peck and may range
southward as far as North Carolina, especially in the Mountains.
But first, to continue with the historical account. Grand (I97C,
1981 ) identified three species of Sui 1 lus (in addition to Sui 1

l

us
spraqui i ) which have a partial veil and occur in North Carolina.



One species. Sail ins decipiens , is a southern species which he
found only in the Coastal Plain. It is a distinctive species
with a scaly cap and a partial veil which usually does not form
an annulus on the stipe when it breaks, although it may on
occasion produce an ephemeral one. S . decipiens has been found
in association with loblolly pines ( Pinus taeda ) and longleaf
pines ( P. palustris ) . Coker did not collect it because ail his
collections of " Bole tus luteus " were made in the Chapel Hill area
or in the Mountains.

Another species found by Brand was identified as Sui 1 lus
suba 1 utaceous This species was at first considered a variety of
Sui 1 lus ac idus by Smith and Thiers (1964). but later (1971) they
gave it full species status. It differs from S . acidus in the
mild rather than acid taste of the slime and in the pinkish buff,
vmaceous buff or light pinkish cinnamon cap color rather than a

pale yellow to cinnamon buff cap. In North Carolina it occurs
only under white pines (Pinus strobus ) which are primarily in the
Mountains. Grand (1981) states that "several collections of S-_

luteus identified by Coker in the UNC Herbarium were S_=_

subalutaceous .

"

The final Sui 1 lus species having a partial veil which Grand
(1970) collected was gathered primarily from the Piedmont but
also from the Coastal Plain. He found it associated with the
following pines? Pinus taeda (loblolly), P. echinata (shortleaf)
and P. viroiniana (Virginia). Grand identified this species as
Suillus cothurna tus Sing. var. hiemal is . Grand notes that S .

cothurnatus var. hiema 1 is is similar to S. sub luteus and that
"The differences among these species are discussed in detail by
Smith and Thiers (1964)". However, he did not mention that Smith
and Thiers draw the following conclusion on page 30% "A study of
the types of Boletus subluteus Peck shows clearly that it is the
same as Sui 1 lus cothurnatus Singer, his northern variant. The
northern variant is presumably var. hiema lis , which Singer
observed fruiting in the winter in Florida and which he thought
was more northern in range than the summer fruiting variant,
aestival is . Historically, the name S. subluteus Peck appears to
have come first and should have priority if the 'two species are
synonymous. Grand (1970) apparently retains S. cothurnatus var.
hiema li s as a separate species from S . sub

1

uteus , but he did not
make explicit the basis for his distinction. I will discuss this
matter further in a moment,

Coker. no doubt collected S, sublutsus/ cothurnatus in the
Chapel Hill area, and the paintinos or Plate 5 of Boletus luteus
in his 1943 book appear to be that species. Sui 1 1 us
sub

1

u teus /cothu rn atus and S. subalutaceous are so different ir
appearance that it is suprising that Coker, who collected them
both , lumped them together as B . luteus . But again

5
this

grouping probably was a result of the great confusion about these
species and their names which existed then and even oersists to



than non-baggy veil on young mushrooms, a darker cap in age
(olive brown rather than pinkish cinnamon), ochraceous or orange
flesh in the cap rai-ther than pale yellow, a stipe base which is
salmon-orange rather than yellowish on the inside and outside,
and growing under 1— and 3— needle pines rather than under the 5—
needled white pine.

But the confusion about the characteristics of Sui

1

1 us
subl uteus continued into the 1970' s. The species which Snell and
Dick (1970) depict as S . subluteus differs corisj.dere.bly from
Smith and Thiers (1971) description, Snell and Dick's S

.

subluteus appears to be in Smith and Thier's S. acidus complex
and may well be S . subaiutaceous . Because Smith and Thiers
studied Peck's type, it seems logical to me to accept their
description of S. subluteus .

Smith and Dick (1970) also present a new species named
Suillus pinoriqidus , which matches Smith and Thier's description
of the type of S« subluteus . We are brought full circle when
Smith and Thiers (1971) conclude on page 60, "\4e now suspect
that S, pinoriqidus Snell and Dick is the same as S. subluteus .

If S . cothurnatus var. hiemal is equals S . su b 1 uteus and S

.

pinoriqidus equals S. subluteus , as Smith and Thiers claim, then
S. pinoriqidus equals S . cothurnatus var. hiemal is according to
logic =

There is one small piece of this puzzle, however, which
casts uncertainty on such a conclusion. Although a small piece,
it has a large name: "dermatopseudoparaphyses" . Grand (1970)
reported in his description of the North Carolina Sui 1 lus
cothurnatus var. hiemal is : "dermatopseudoparaphyses present on
the upper part of the stipe.' 1 Singer (1977) had found
dermatopseudcparaphyses on the stipe of his summer or southern
variant of S„ cothurnatus , the one he called aestivalis as
opposed to hiemaiis because it fruited during the summer rather
than winter months in Florida (see page 262).
Dermatopseudoparaphyses are microscopic characters and are large
basidium— 1 ike bodies comprising the dots on the surface of the
stipe. Since Singer chose the southern variant, aestival is , as
the type for S «, cothurnatus . Smith and Thiers (1964) retain it as
a valid, distinct species because they apparently had not
observed dermatopseudcparaphyses in the type of Peck's S^_

subluteus = On page Si Singer and Thiers conclude, "S

.

cothurn a tus must now be regarded as a southern species differing
from S. subluteus in the dermatopseudoparaphyses over the upper

:part o f the stipe."

Smith and Thiers (19tt4) note that Singer did not mention
dermatopseudoparaphyses in his description of a mushroom which he
found in Michigan and identified as S, cothurnatus . Smith and
Thiers also seem to assume that dermatopseudoparaphyses are
absent from the var, hiemal is which fruits in winter in Florida,
but this is not clear from Singer's description . Singer does not
explicitly refer to dermatopseudoparaphyses in the winter variety



but neither does he refer to the absence of
dermatopseudoparaphyses as a basis for distinguishing the two
variants. And Grand (1970) reports dermatopseudoparaphyses in
his description of the North Carolina mushrooms which he
identified as S . cothurnatus var . hiema lis . It is probable that
the species Singer collected from Michigan was S. subluteus and
that both his var. hiema lis and var. aestivai is of S. cothurnatus
have dermatopseudoparaphyses. Therefore, the presence of
dermatopseudoparaphyses on the stipe of Grand's S . c othy rn atus
argues for retaining that name for his mushrooms with the baggy
vei 1 s

.

Unfortunately, I was not able to determine if
dermatopseudoparaphyses were present on the baggy—veiled Sui IjLus
mushrooms which I found in the Mountains of North Carolina under
pitch pines. If they were not, then these mushrooms could be S

.

subluteus (if one accepts that S. pinoriqidus equals S

,

subluteus ) or S. pinoriq idus (if one does not accept the
synonymy). In either case, they would be a new species for North
Carolina. Someone needs to microscopically study the Sui 1 lus
species having a baggy veil which grows under pitch pines in our
Mountains to determine the presence or absence of
dermatcpseudopar aphyses

.
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deCurrent Events
These are some cf the events for fungal happenings around the
country. Mark your calendar so you can participate if you are in
the area.

July 18—30 Summer course — Field Mycology: Fungi of the
Andirondacks — 3 semester hours — BIG 490—021 undergraduate and
BIO 605-021 graduate credit. Both will be taught by Dr . Timothy
Baron i . Offered by State University of New York College at
Cortland and taught at the Cortland College Outdoor Education
Center at Baguette Lake, New York.- Registration deadline is June
21- For information; Office of Graduate and Continuing
Education. 311 Cornish Hall. State University College at
Cortland, P0 Box 2000. Cortland. N. Y. 13045 Telephone; 607-
753—4207, For information about the Field Mycology Program,
contact Dr. Timothy J. Baron i , Department of Biological Sciences,
same address Phone 607—753—2715.

July 23—29 Summer course — Advanced Mycological Techniques will
be taught at the Eagle Hill Wildlife Research Station in Etuben,
Maine. Field work, ID techniques (especially microscopy),
concenrating on Russulaceae, Boletaceae and Amani taceae

.

Instructor is Dr. Richard Homola. Contact the research station
or call 207-546-2321

.

July 30—August 4 Dr. Nancy Smith Weber will teach a course on
recognizing genera and common species using field characters and
appropriate keys at the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
barring a drought as part of the Leelanau Enrichment programs.
For information, contact Leelanau Center of Education, One Old
Homestead Rd , Glen Arbor, MI 49636.

August 5—20 David ftrora will lead a two—week journey to New
Mexico patterned after last year "s Alaskan adventure. The
itinery is flexible and includes Santa Fe, Taos, w°hite Sands, the
Rio Grande, the Jerne 2 and Sangre do Cristo mountains, hot
springs, Anasazi ruins and pueblos, and personal instruction in
mushroom gathering, cooking and preservation skills. Travel will
be in vans with lodging in ranches, homesteads, camping out and
occasionally at an inn or motel. Meals will feature whatever is
gathered plus regional specialties with a dinner at a wild
mushroom restaurant. Contact David Arora at 408-425-0188 for
details soon since the group is limited to ten and al ready half-
filled. By mail; 70S Sumner St. Santa Cruz, CA 95062.

August 17—20 NEMF Foray at Franklin Pierce College, Rindge, NH

.

An annual foray organized by a consortium of northeastern
mushroom clubs. True event was attended last year by several
TAMC members who really enjoyed the event. Application form is
included in this issue. Registration is limited to 300.

August 24-27 Telluride Mushroom Conference will be held at
Telluride, Color-ado. Lectures and workshops wi 1 1 be presented by



[

Gary Lincof f , Paul Stamets , Andrew Weil, John Corbin and others.
For more information and to register, contact Fungofile, FO Box
5503, Denver, Colorado, 80217-5503 Phone 303-296-9359.

August 27—September 10 Mushrooming in the Soviet Union with
Dennis Bowman. Contact him at 520 NE S3 St, Seattle, WA 98115
Phone 206-525-8399,

August 30—September 13 Mushrooms in French Canada and the
Mar i times led by Gary Lincof

f

5 Andrew Weil and Emanuel Saltzman.
The first half of September is especially good for boletes. The
most mushrooms ever collected in a weekend foray were from Quebec
Province. For more information, or to register, contact
Fungi file, PC Box 5503, Denver, CO 80217 Phone 303-296-9359.

September 1—September 3 Asheviile Mushroom Club Labor Day Far&y
See registration form which follows these announcements.

Mid—September—ear ly—October David Arora will lead a low—budget
three—week tour of Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Yugoslavia.
Itinerary is flexible with visits with local mushroom hunters and
cooks. See Arora announcement above for contact information.

October 19-22 NAMA foray at Touch of Nature Environmental
Center, Carbondale, IL. Dr Walter Sundberg will be the host
mycologist. Contact NAMA, 3556 Oakwood, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 for
more information.

Isley's Apartments & Cottages
Town Hall Ave., White Lake. NC 28337
919/862-4030.

24 units, lim. handi. tac, kitch., lakefrnt TV Ooen
all year. PC, TC.

Langston Waterfront Motels & Cottages
Rt. 3, Box 397, White Lake, NC 28337
919/862-2597; 862-4281.

60 units, handi. fac, golf & tennis priv., kitch
waterfrnt., TV, canoe & tube rentals, gift shop pier
cafe. Open May-Labor Day. PC, TC.
Lasley's Beach

wmfml0, White Lake
'

NC 28337 '

23 units, golf priv., kitch., lakefrnt., TV. Open Mav-
Labor Day. TC.

WHITE LAKE
Al-Bar-Mar Motel
Rt. 2, Box 397, White Lake, NC 28337.
919/862-3791.

20 units, golf & tennis priv., kitch., waterfrnt., TV,
pier. Open May-Labor Day. PC, TC.

Brisson's Cottages ' -'^O,

Rt. 2, Box 400, White Lake, NC 28337.
919/862-2495.

23 units, lim. handi. fac
,
kitch., waterfrnt., TV.

Open Apr.-Oct V, MC, TC.

Crystal Beach Motel
Rt. 2, Box 414, Elizabethtown, NC 28337.
919/862-3660.

23 units, kitch., TV. Open Easter-Labor Day V,

MC, TC.

Goldston's Motel
Rt 2. Box 410. White Lake, NC 28337.
919/862-4064

90 units, lim handi lac . waterfrnt
, restr., TV

Open Easter-Labor Day V. MC, PC, TC

Giant Oyster Mushroom

Did radioactive fallout from the Chernobyl nuclear ac-

cident drift over Italy? That's what some people must
be wondering after a Sicilian farmer found a 42 pound
Pleurotus ostreatus on his property this past fall. Ac-

cording to United Press International, the huge
oyster had a circumference of eight feet and was 20
inches tall. Farmer, Salvatore Terracina, posed for

photographs with his prize before carving it up and
serving it to friends and relatives at a banquet
The Mycological Society's Sal Billed was born in Sicily

and is writing Salvatore Terracina for further details.

Melwood Court, Inc.

Rt. 2, Box 387, Elizabethtown, NC 28337.
919/862-2416.

2 cotgs., 12 effic, 12 mobile homes, 6 rooms, 7

apts., kitch., TV, waterfrnt., boat ramp. Open May-

Sept. V, MC, PC, TC.

Sundeck Apartments
Town Hall St., White Lake, NC 28337. J
919/862-2358. >

22 units, lim. handi. fac, kitch., waterfrnt., TV.

Open Apr.-Oct. 1. PC, MC, V, TC.

Tar Heel Cottages & Campground
Rt. 2, Box 423, White Lake, NC 28337.
919/862-3373.

cotgs., apts., meet./conv. fac, TV. Open May-Sept.

PC, TC.

White Lake Motel & Campground
Rt. 2, Hwy. 701 N., White Lake, NC 28337.

919/862-3947.

12 units, lim. handi. fac, kitch., waterfrnt , TV.

Open Apr.-Sept. MC, V, PC, TC.

Mycena News, May 1989 Mycological Society of San Francisco T.Locodo
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MUSHROOMS OF IDAHO AND THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST . VOL. 2. NON-
BILLED HYMENGMYCETES . By Edmund E. Tyiutki. 1987. University
of Idaho Press, Moscow, Idaho. 232 pp. $14.95.

Review by Orson K. Miller, Jr. for the March/April, 19S9 issue of
the MYCGPHILE, newsletter of the North American Mycoioqical
Association

.

This regional mycoflora covers rhe boletes, chanterelles, coral
fungi, teeth fungi, and the non-resu.pinate polypores. It is
noted, in addition, that all the flat (resubmate) species in the
Aphy I lophorales with a smooth hymenium are not included. The
resupmate Aphy I lophorales does constitute a rather speciali zed
group and the presence ana distribution of the species is not
well known in Idaho and so it is an understandable omission.
There are 293 species listed with 114 actually described and Keys
to all 293 species. There are about 100 black and white pictures
of the most common species and 15 species illustrated in color.
I note that color plates 7 and 9 are incorrectly labeled because
Ramariopsis kunzei is a pure white species while R. fusiformis
is bright yellow. Dr. Tyiutki has correctly described these
species on pages 75 and 87. Most of the black and white plates
are in the good to excellent range with only two or three of
questionable quality. Each description is accompanied by
references to other sources and a remark section is provided
which discusses species related to the one described.
Microscopic characters are included with the descriptions. I

find the coverage of the boletes, chanterelles, and coral fungi
rather thorough. The hydnums are acceptable but coverage of the
polypores is rather sketchy. Dr. Tyiutki includes 121 listed
species but describes only 21. Some important species such as
Heterobasid ion annosum and Fomes fomen tarius are not described
and appear only in the key.

This is a very helpful regional treatment of the Non—Billed
higher fungi. All of the known or published species are listed
and many of the common species are described and il lustra tea.
The keys are helpful and the references provided give the serious
mycolcgist a source to consult for the species not covered. It
is a reasonable price which xs not often the case now. All
amateur or professional mycologists and pathologists dealing with
the Basidiomycetes in Western North America should own this text!



Asheville Mushroom Club Labor Day Foray Registration

NAME I will be attending

ADDRESS Fri. night
Sat. night
Sat. day
Sun . day

PHONE ( !

FEEt Singles $25.00
Coup 1 e : $40 . OO
(deduct $5.00 if paying before August i

}

Make check payable to: Ashevi lie Mushroom Club
Send to: Please send info:

Susan Mitchell Bed and Breakfast
51 Kentwood Lane Motel
Pisgah Forest, NC 23768 Campground

All programs and socials take place at W,C. Nature Center

NUSHRDuM STAMPS BEING ISSUED I N CANADA

Canada Post has announced trie issue of Mushroom Stamps on August
4. 1989. The four ,36 stamps wi 1 1 depict the fol lowing

:

Clavui inopsxs fusifcrmis, Morchei la esculenta. Boletus mirabilis,
and Canthare 1 lus c innabarinus « First Day covers can be obtained
by writing to the National Philatelic Centre, Canada Post
Corporation, Antigonish, Nova Scotia, Canada- B2B 2R8 or phone
902-863-&550.
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Newsletter of theTriangle Area Mushroom Club

P. O. 61061 , Durham, North Carolina Z/70S
Volume S -Number 5 September/October 1989

TAliC is NANA affiliated

President %

Jack Billman 3201 Stoneytord Ct. Raleigh, NC 27603 779-2419
Secretary/Treasurer

:

David Green Apt i -7 Colony Ants, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 929-9768
Fungifile Editors:
Billie Sessoms 802 Duluth Street Durham. NC 27705 383-5853
Jacques Poiner 210 W Lavxnder Ave Durham, NC 27704 477-5837
Fungifile Mailing?
Joanna Billman 3201 Stopeyford Ct . Raleigh, NC 27603 779-2419
Foray Chairs
Lynda Karciak 2718 Heather Glen Rd . Durham, NC 27712 383-4233
Program Coordinators
Bill Burk 1122 Sourwood Dr. Chapel Hill, NC 27514 942-6387

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Meetings
September 20 — North Carolina Botanical Gardens Totten Center
at 7 ? 30 pm. NOTE Meeting Day is WEDNESDAY. Slide presentation:
Gi 1 led Fungi: The Friesian Genera. Contact person : Bill Burk,
962-3783 (days)? 942-6387 (nights)

.

October 11 — North Carolina Botanical Gardsna Totten Center at
7; 30 pm. NOTE Meeting Day is second WEDNESDAY of the month.
Slide presentation; White—Spored Mushrooms, including Aman i ta .

Le o iota . Hygrpphorus , and Russule. families AND Non—Gil led
Mushrooms; Hydnums . polypores , etc. Contact person? Bill Burk.

November 13 - NCBG fatten Center at 7 s 30 pm. NOTE Meeting Day is
second Monday of the month. Bolete program by Jack Billman.
Con tac t person : Bill Burk.



Foray Schedule for 1989

Remaining Forays :

September 30 : Foray at South Mountain State Park led by Allein Stanley (10:00 am)

South Mountain SP is approx. 30 minutes south of Marion NC. Contact Jack Billman for

additional information.

October 7 : Foray at Butner NC. led by Owen McConnell. Contact Owen for additional

information.

October 14 : Foray at Duke Forest led by Rytas Vilgaly. This will be a joint foray with

Rytas Vilgaly 's Mycology Class from Duke University and TAMC. Meet at 8:30 am at

the Duke Forest entrance across from the Phillips 66 station on Old Erwin Road (see map).

October 29 : Improptu foray at Battle Park with Bill and Louise Freedman of San Francisco

Mycological Society. Contact Bill Burk for additional information.



THE MYCQPHAG IST'S KITCHEN

CHANTERELLE AND GREEN BEAN SOuP
(Rokagomba ieves zoldbabbal

)

by Bob Hosh of the New Jersey Mycological Association

i lb green beans, cut into 1 inch pieces
4 cups stock (chicken or veal or a mixture of both)
i tesp salt
I lb chanterelles cleaned and cut into 1/2 inch pieces
I small on ion 5 c hopped
i teso pa p r i k

a

j— tabsp minced parsley
~- tabsp flour
4 tabsp butter
i /4 cup sour cream (ac room temperature

)

1/4 cup heavy cream (at room temperature)

Cook the green beans uncovered in the stock and salt an a simmer
until the beans are nearly done, about 15 minutes. Remove from
heat. Saute chanterelles an 2 tabsp butter for about 10 minutes
and add to the bean pot . Make a roux s heat remaining butter xn
a 10—12 inch skillet; saute onion until translucent; add paprika,
parsley? and flour. Cook. stirring constantly, for about 3
minutes. Dilute this with about 1/2 cup of the bean liquid, then
stir in about 3 cups more and pour into bean pot and cook over
low heat for about 5 minutes. Stir in the sour and heavy creams;
heat through, adjust the seasonings and serve.



BACKYARD CULTIVATION

MUSHROOM GARDEN - STARTI NG SIMPLE WITH NINE-RED STRCPHARj A
( Froffl The Hycsiial fiat, newsletter of the Nutmet hycologicai
Sociery in Groton , Connecticut comes -his excerpted version of an
article which appeared in the magazine. Harrowsmith

)

According to Paul Stamets , "Anybody
,

regardless of previous
gardening experience can g row mushrooms. . . A successful outdoor
mushroom garden is well wa thin the grasp of even the most
inexperiencec gardener. By movirg outdoors and starting with an
easy—to—grow variety, the home cultivator can reduce the cultural
demands anc dramatically shift the odds in his own favor.
Stamets says the mushroom of choice for beginners is 5trophari

a

rugoso—annul ata , commonly Known as the Wine—Red Stropharia, the
Giant Stropharia or the Garden Giant, Outdoors, according to
Stamets , it flourishes. He describes the Garden Giant as a meaty
"beefsteak type" mushroom similar to tne prized bolete, with a
nutty, "slightly cashewesque " flavor. Stropharia can be grown in
a bed or low mound made of wood chips or straw, with the ideal
location no mora than a garden—hose— length away from a source of
water. . « .Since mushrooms like Stropharia whicn live on
decomposing wood, are acidophiles — acid lovers— other good
places for a mushroom ben include shady , acid environments like
raspberry and bluberry patches, or underneath low-growing shrubs
like rhododendron ... .Details are given on the "care and feeding"
in this article. Staments says that "for a 4—by—8 patch, buying
one gallon of stropharia spawn, whicn currently costs about $20.

,

is recommended , ... Stamets says that other choice edible mushrooms
can be grown in the same beds witn Stropharia , the most likely
being Coprinus comatus (Shaggy hane) , Aq a r i c us su b ru fesc en s and
Aqaricus auqustus (Tne Prince). Although the likelihood of a

poisonous species invading a home mushroom bed is remote, the
grower should always know the species he or she is intending to
harvest and never pick a specimen that cannot be positively
identi f ied

.

SOURCES : FULL MOON MUSHROOM PRODUCTS , Inc., P.O. Box '6138, Dept
HS . Olympia, Wash 98502 s Strop hari a rugoso—an nu 1 ata. spawn:
oyster mushroom carders. Catalogue free with SABF

,

FUNGI PERFECT I . P.O. Box 7634, Glympia, Washington 98507. Four
kinds of spawn , 27 kinds of culture: extensive suopl ies

.

Catalog S3.
HARDSCRABBLE ENTERPRISES , Route 6, Box 42, Cnerry Grove, West
Virginia 26804 Shiitake spawn, information. Catalog; S2

.

MUSHROOMPEOPLE , P.O. Box 159, Inverness, California 94939.
Shi l take spawn and books on mushroom cultivation. Catalog: free.



FIELD GUIDE FOR THE MACROSCOPIC IDENTIFICATION OF AMANI TA SPECIES
OF NORTH CAROLINA by Owen McConnell

cap without
Comnjon .

Volva HetfibranGus and Sack or Cu p— like Around the Base of the
Stem -

A . Ca p marg in distinc tly striate. sack— 1 ike volva attached
a t base of stern , stem without basal bulb -

A . ca

s

sarea ( hemibepha ) ; orange to red
warts? pale yellow gills, ring, and stem

«

Throughout state.
A. arkansana : similar to A. caesaree. but cap orangish-
yellow to darker yellow becoming lighter yellow toward
the margin? may be nonspecific with A

.

cae

s

a re

a

.

Collected in the Ashevilie area*
A. veiosa . cap yellow to salmon with one or more large,
white, membranous patches? white gills with pinkish
tint; white stem which darkens on handling; no annul us

„

Status in North Carolina uncertain

.

A. sore tag cap greyish brown, volva remnants absent or
as a few white membranous patches, pendant white annulus
is persistent, volva often short* Fairly common in
Piedmont and Coastal Plain; also oczaurs^ in the
Moun tains*
A = umbrinidisca

.

cap honey brown to dark Drown on
disc; volva remnants as large, white, membranous
patches; annulus white and persistent; volva a short,
tough cup. Status in N. C. uncertain

.

A, oachysperna/virqiniana t cap very small (1=5 — 2 cm),
'^grayish with whitish long—striated margin, white
^membranous annulus persistent, volva remnants as small

rr£^^^^^*i>>' patches . The only macro difference between the two
species is the umbenate cap of A. pacbysperna.
Collected in N . C« but frequency and distribution
unknown

.

A, vaginata g shiny gray cap usually without volva
remnants, slender stalk without annulus, thin "volva
usually sheathing stem fairly tightly. Common "in

Piedmon t

.

A . fulva ; cap tawny ( orange—brown } volva remnants
usually absent, slender stem without annulus. Common in
Piedmont and mountains.
A . vaginata/fulva complex — white and other color forms.
Amanitas with characteristics similar to Aj. vaqinata and
A . fu iva out with differernt colors, ranging from white
to black, await further classification

,

B , Margin not striate, cup— li Ke vo lva fused with stem fo r
some distance but not en t i re 1 y , p resen c e of a rpun

d

ish
basal bulb

.

A . bisporigera/virosa/verna and other similar white
amar itas ( gwyniana , i 1 1 i ptosperma , and maqnive iaric )

;

fruit, bodies all white; annulus superior , white,
memcranous, and pendant. It is doubtful whether these
various species of white amanitas can be differentiated

Ai'tinn, Vi/r/iuutn).



usxng macroscopic features alone. Common » Throughout
the state.
A, hygroscopic a ; roed ium sized; wet- look ing . viscid cap
with straw—coi ored or darker dice and white margin ;

white gills turn flesh color; all parts more frag; le and
or itt le than A. virosa , etc. Infrequent. Piedmont.
A . pha 1 1 oides ; medium to large; cap green, brownish
olive, or ye i 1 on—g reen , often d3.rkisr on disc: persistent
annul us is white, membranous , and pendant; ocor in age
pungent .. like raw potatoes. Status in N. C . uncertain.

C = Margin not striate o?~ faintly so, cu p-lik e voiva thick
and with a lobed margin , basal bul b roundish

„

A. peck i an a; small to medium, whitish cap and s tern

with pinkish or reddish brown scales or particles more
or less abundantly present (looks a tit like a Lepi ota )

,

voiva pinkish white, annuius usually absent. Fairly
common in Piedmont . Throughout N. C

.

A. volvata; small to medium, white cap with an
occasional pale brown disc and thin , white, cottony
patches (voiva remnants), no annuius. Frequency and
distribution in N= C. uncertain

.

Voiva Not Sack or Cup— lik e Around the Base of the Stem.
A . Margin deeply striate, voiva on ca p and stem base as

grayish br own warts or patches, basa l bulb absent .

A . ceci 1 iae ; Cap tannish brown, darker on disc with
grayish brown warts 5 no annuius; stem has a gray
ring like zone at its base. Common. Throughout state.

B. Marg in stri ate, voiva completely fused wi th bul b or
forming flakes, l ines , wa rts, mealy to powdery materia l,

or a truncate roll on a distinct roundish basa l bulb

.

A . musearia var. formosa : cap pale yellow to Drang ish—

yellow, pale yellow to tan warts, gills white, voiva
remnants as rings of cottony material on top o* bulb and
lower stem. Common in the Mountains; also in the
Piedmen t

.

A . muse aria var. persicma ; cap light orange "cn disc
hut lighter on margin, pale pink tint to gills, voiva
remnants as thin powdery layer on top of bulb or lower
stem, warts on cap similar to var. formesa . Common in
P i edmon t

,

A. pantherina var. mu 1

t

isquamosa ; white cap with
tannish disc. whi te patches or warts randomly
distributed, a persistent annul us on upper stem, and a
distinct roll or collar at the stem base. Fairly common
in the Piedmont.
A . pantherina var. vela ti pes ; can brown on disc and
yellow on margin, t 1 at warts in concentric rings on cap,
annuius on middle to lower part of stem , voiva sheatns
base of seem. Occurs in the Mountains. Freguency

A. gemma ta : pale yellow to amber yellow cap. white or
cream warts , annul as present or aossnt, cottony patches
on upper bul d easily removed. Common. Tnroug houtN . C

.



A
,
frosti ana: cap 2—S cm. , bright orange cap with

ye 1 1 ow warts s ye 1

1

on annul us , white to ye 1 1 ow stem, and
yellow cottony voiva remnants on buib or lower stem

„

Distinguished from A. muse

a

ria var, formosa by smaller
size, more orange cap, and more yellow voiva remnants
and from A, f 1 avoc on i a by its distinctly seriate margin

.

A, pa re i vol vata has a redder cap and ring less stalk.
Frequency and distribution uncertain in N. C

.

A . agglutina te* a white, cracked and fissured cap on 1

y

2.5 to 5 cm. oread, slender stem, no annul us, round bulb
with slight rim. Rare. Status in N . C. uncertain
(found 3 n sandy woods in S. C . )

«

A. f arinose : small; stnations appear like grooves of
an umbrella? cap and top of small bu X D covered with
orownish—gray meal, no annul us . Fairly common.
Throughout the state.
A. pomarekensis/roseitinctas white cap and basal buib
are covered by brownish orange to pinkish can powder,
delicate annul us is the color of the powder. (A,

rosei tine

t

a differs in having round, amyloid rather" than
elliptic, nonamy loid spores.)
A . pa rc i vo 1 vata ; cap crimson to red—orange? yellow
voiva remnants on cap, stem, and bu lb; ye 1 1 ow gills? no
annuius. Fairly common. Throughout the state.
Margin nonstria te at first, becoming more st ria te with

ages voiva remnants as yellow cottony patches that fall
QTT ; oasal bulb round or nearly so .

A . wel Isii ; orange to pinkish—orange cap, stem pale
yellow, annuius distinctly yellow but evanescent. In
the Mountains. Frequency unknown.
Margin not distinctl y striate (may be faintly so) ; vo 1 va
remnants as obscure lines, fibers, or scales on the stem
base? basal bulb relatively small

.

A. rubesce.ns var. rubescens : bronze brown to reddish
brown cap, white to tan warts, persistent but often
shredded annuius, red stains where previously injured
ivery slowly turns red). Very common. Throughout the
state.
A . rubescens var. a! ba % ail white except for white to
tan warts and turning reddish brown slowly as in var.
rubescens « uncommon- Throughout tne state.
A. f iavorubescens; golden yellow to golden bronze cap.
yellow cottony patches on cap and sometimes on lower
stem, yellowish annuius, flesh of lower stem slowly
turns reddisn where injured (not as strongly as in A.
rubescens ) . Fairly common. Pieomont and Mountains.
A- excelsa; appears in two forms — "excelsa" and
!'spissa" . Both forms have pale gray warts and do not
turn reddish where injured. Excel sa form is large and
fragile throughout. cap is smoky tan or straw in center
and a 3 most white on margin, gills are fleshy white, stem
is stout and very fibrous—f loccul ent below a fragile
annuius. Spissa form is smaller, umber on disc with a
lighter margin, and has white gills, a less fibrous stem



which is often umber or brown below, a thinner veil , and
less fragile flesh than the exceisa f or.Ti. Both forms
are common in the Piedmont _

A. excelsa vsr . alba: like the spissa form but cap is
white with white cottony patches, the thin veil
col lapses against the stem and turns from white to
brownish dusky , the white stem turns brownish when
handled, the basal buib has a few brownish o'-

_ pinkish-
brown patches. Frequency in N . C . uncertain _

A

.

f iavocon ia : small, cap orange yellow, stem white

,

annul us yellow orange ; yellow, cottony detachable
volva remnants on cap and bu lb. A. frostiana has a

distinctly striated margin, A . parcivo 1 v

a

t a has nc
annul us . very common throughout the state.
A. subma c ul at .a ; medium size; cap dark brown marked with
whitish stripes or soots; volva remnants as cottony
patches; membranous annul us is large, white, and
flaring. Frequency and distribution in N . C . unknown.
Margin no t striate, volva remnants as a few pal lid
patc hes on the cap and usuall y absent from the bal d.

basal bu lb moderately large with a circu 3 ar r iaq e
where ve il was a ttached.
A. brunnescens var, brun nescens ; grayish brown cap,
persistent white annulus, bulb abrupt and usually
split or chiseled longitudinally, flesh slowly turns
red-brown where injured, odor like raw potatoes.
Common. 1 hrcugnout N.C.
A. brunnescens var, pal lida ; same as var. brunnescens
except for the pale to white cap. Uncommon. Piedmont.
A . c itrine var. ci trina : cap whitish to pale greenish
yellow; dingy white volva remnants: a persistent annulus
colored like the cap; a large, abrupt, soft, rounded
bu I b that is often cleft? odor of raw potatoes. Common.
Throughout the state.
A . citrine var lavendula : like var, citrina except the
voiva remnants on the cap and buib are lavender ; aisc
tan or lavender stains sometimes appear on the cap and
stem where injured. Common . Throughout the state,
especial lv Coastal Plain

.

Narc in n ot striate : the partial veil often often hangs.
from the margin while the un iversal veil iorms warts,
gate hes , gr.a __Q.QW.der V __1 aver on the cap and basal du 1 b

which is relatively large and often elongated or
rooting.,
A. abrupta : ail white; slender; with small, pointed,
conical warts, often in concentric rings, covering the
can when fresh

.
persistent annul us ^ stem abruptly

enlarged into a large, round basal buib. Fairiy common

,

Piedmont arm Mountains.
A . atk i

n

son iana: cap whitish to brownish, small ret-
hrown tc gray- brown conical, warts: white gills; basal
bulb swol _en in midp If. to turnip- shaped . covered 'with
rings of redd i sn brown scales or warts; weak chloride
of lime near. Fairly common. Piedmont and Mountains,



A. microlepsi s; similar to A. atkinsoniana but having
dingy cream to brownish cream wares which are more
concoiorous with the cap and bulb, gilis with a grayish
tint, and a less rooting basal bu lb. Frequency and
distribution en N . C . unknown.
A- onus ta / n i t i d

a

z email to medium size ; dark gray
warts contrast with the lighter gray to dingy white
cap and also form rings at the top of the bulb; stem
surface above tne bulb f locculerit with soft 5 Write
fibers; basal bulb roounq; chloride of lime odor. 1

can detect no significant difference between A. onus t

a

and A. nitida. Fairly common in the Mountains; rare in
the Piedmont

.

A

.

c i ne

r

eoc

o

n x a vsr. cineregoon i a : cap, stem, and too
of bulb coverea with a grayish to brownish gray i ayer
of powder which may form small warts over tne disc;
surface color of cap whitish to brownish gray ? basal
bulb slight] y rooting . Note that A . onus t a has warts
rather than powder and a mere rooting basal bu i b

.

Uncommon . Piedmont and f-ioun tains

.

A. cmereoconia var . c --ocesscen? : cap yellowish g
>_ey

,

a powdery material slightly darker than the cap and
yel low—brown to gray—brown in color covers the cap
and stem; the tlesh turns bright orange when injured.
Note that A, crassifolia has a whitish cap and stains
golden yellow. Frequency and distribution in N, C«
unknown

.

A= pelioma : cap 5—9 cm. 5
ashy olive or ashy buff,

with deep blue—green stains on lower stem and upper
bulb; gills are pale grayish to brownish; cap .. seem,
and bulb covered with an easily removed meal
concoiorous with the surface; chiorice of lime odor.
Uncommon to fairly common . Piedmont.
A. c inereopannosa ; medium to large (to 18 cm. ) ; a
somewhat viscid pale gray cap with scattered grayish
vol va patches on cap 5 1 ower stem, and basal bulb;
lower stem brownish gray to pale gray; Delicate annuius
pale gray; meaty odor . Uncommon, Distribution unknown.
A. tephrea; small to medium, cap light gray with
concoiorous mealy vo 1 va remnants, club-shaped bu Id, no
annul us . Information on fresh fruit bodies lacking.
Status in N, C . uncertain.
A, lopqipes ; small to medium; white except disc, may
have grayish tint in age; a rooting often flattened or
doglegged (bent) basal bu I'd; whitish to pale g ray or
brown densely cottony material on cap and upper portion
of the stipe. Collected in Coastal Plain.
A. chlorinosma; medium to large (to 28 cm. ) ; white;
a thick layer of white powder on cap, lower stem;, and
bulb, forming email warts on disc; bulb club shaped
or swollen in middle; chloride of lime smell. Status
in N. C , uncertain; probably rare. in Mountains and
possiblv Piedmont

.



A . poly pyrarr.is; medium to large; sturdy and thickset.;
white with soft almost cottony vol va remnants which
break into patches or warts? basal bulb large : annul us
evanescent: smel 1 of chloride of 1 inr<e . Common.
Throughout the state.
A. d auci pes: medium to very large (to 29 cm. ) : cap,
stem , and vol va remnants are cream to pale pinkish-
orange ; small conical warts z nasal bulb is very large
and frequently split longitudinally; a sweetish meaty
odor. Common. Mountains and Piedmont.
A. rhoadsii var, rhoadsi i; small to medium? all white;
volval remnants powdery and as slender, crumbly warts;
basal bulb tapering at doth ends and slightly rooting;
chloride of lime odor . Common in sandy soil in Coastal
Plain

.

A . crassi fo 1 la : small., cap white to yellowish cream.
basai bulb deeply rooting and almost club-shaped, ail
tissues turning golden—ye 1 low wnen injured* Chloride of
lime odor. Frequency unknown. Collected m Piedmont.
A . cokeri ; medium (to 14 cm.), viscid cap shining white
with conical warts, a fairly persistent double—eaged
annul us, and white to brownish recurved scales on lower
stem and basai bold. No chloride of lime odor. Common
m Moutains and Piedmont.
A. ravenei 1 ii : medium to large, heavy, white to cream
cap with coarse, blunt { abruptly cut off), drown warts;
a large onion—shaped basal buio with recurved scales; a
quickly disappearing annul us ; odor of chloride of lime.
Common in Piedmont ano Mountains.
A ^ rhopa 1 opus f . rhopalopus i cap white with whitish to
pale brown cottony to fel ty patches, annul us delicate
falling away, bulb is large,, cylindrical to rounded and
aeeply rooting (elongated). Fairly common . Piedmont.
A. r hopal opus f . turbinate ; like form rhopalopus except
the basal bulb is very large and top—shaped to turnip-
shaped. Status in N. C. uncertain.
A. marqinate : c re amy w hi te cap = cream wa r ts w 1 1

h

tannish cream tips in concentric rings, an overhanging
sterile margin up to 3mm. wide; a large, thick, cream,
double-edged, delicate annulus; basal bui b ovoid with
longitudinal splits, orange—brown stains on base,
slightly recurved scales; faint chloride of lime odor.
Status in N, C » uncertain

.

A. hesierx : medium size, white, soft brown scales
composed of fibrils form concentric rings more or - less
on The cap and brown bits of tissue occur around the
swoiier' base of the stipe; annul us absent. Uncommon
to rare . Piedmont and probably the Mountains

«

A

.

a 1 1i f i.5sura ; small (to 6 cm, ), white, cap deeply
fissured , forming areolae having thin Drown crusts on
top of each areola, no annul us and no vol va remnants
on the somewhat turnip-"-shaped basal bulb Rare.



Jman,/a

PL orasqraveo lens; medium to large,, cap light pinkish
tan nr pinkish yel low, low areolae to scale— 1 :.ke at
maturity ? rase of stipe only slightly bulbous, annul us
thin and irregular; odor strong and sickening * Status
in N . C« uncertain. Hay occur in Coastal Plain

.

A, roanokertsis? medium to lsnge « whi te cap with thin,
white, random patches? stipe cottony or with fibrils

,

armulus only as cottony none? bulb enlarged in middle,
slightly rooting - voiva remnants as tor'! 1 imb at top of
bulb, Distribution and "frequency within N « C

.

uncertain

,

A. xnodoa ; small i to h cm . } , white witn vol va remnants
as a thin crust or as patches, no annul us exact for
occasional fluffy tone, basal bulb with a circui ar
ridge on upper part * Possibl y in Coastal Flairs.
Reported from S. C

.

A. mu tadilis ? medium , cap whitish; injured areas of
flesh , gills, and stipe turn pink? abruptly enlarged
basal bjlo with remains of voiva at. the top of the bulb
standing free from the stain; odor of anise * Fairly
common in Coastal Plain

=

A. prae 1 onq ispor

a

z cap 4—7 cm. , white, voiva remnants
as than, white, random, almost powdery patches: gills
white to slightly pinkish, turning brown with age? stem
cottony—hairy : basal bulb abrupt and with somewhat of
a ridge? at the ton and with thin lobes from voiva
remnants Repor tea f rom S. C . Hay occur in the Coastal
Plain of N. C

.

Author ' s Note? The "Field Guide For the rise rose opic
Identification of Amanita Species of North Carolina" includes a]

1

toe species citeo as occurring in North Carolina in David
Jenkins book. Amanita oT worth America , plus several other
species which ei cher 1 have observed or a*~e likely to occur
oecause of their ranges of proximity to North Carolina. ire
primary sources for the descriptive data on the species are'

L'aker. W. C

.

J . Siisha
1.9J.7. i he Amaru tas of the tastern Un'i ted Staces

fii te he i 1 5c i . Soc , 33 (1,2 ) 1 1 —SB ..

Mac River

The arrangement. of species into groups in this guide deviates
somewhat f-_om the "sections" provided by Jenkins, the departure
being made solely' for the utilitarian purpose of identifying
species macrosccp:. cal ly * The frequency of occurrence and
distriDL tion data for %rth Carol ma are very tentative and
lnconpiete and ara based upon flicker's and my own observati ons

.



d eCurrent Events-

October 19—22 NAMA foray at Touch of Nature Environmental
Center, Car bondaie, IL. Dr Walter - Suncberg will be the host
mycologist. Contact NAMA , 3556 Oakwood, Ann Arbor, HI 48104 for
more information.



WANTED (ALIVE. PLEASE ) : AGAR I CUS BISPORUS

As part of a program to recover, characterize, and preserve wild
germ plasm of the cultivated "button mushroom" species Agar icus
bisporus (sometimes called A. brunnescens ) , a bounty of up to
$100.00 (US) is offered for each viable sample of a wild individ-
ual which is forwarded to the address below. The reward program
has long-term funding commitments from a group of corporate mush-
room spawn producers. The germ plasm recovered by this effort
will be used in evolutionary studies on the origin and diversity
of A. bisporus . and will be conserved for future controlled
breeding programs leading to improved mushroom cultivars.

Each A. bisporus bounty will be proportional to the genetic
uniqueness of the isolate, scored for several genetic markers
(allozymes and RFLPs ) . The related, rare species A. subf loccosus
and A. subperonatus are also sought. The bounty scale is:

A new combination of known alleles across loci $ 25
A new combination of alleles within any locus $ 50
A new allele at one or more loci $100
A previously-recovered genotype $

A. subf 1 occosus or A. subperonatus $25-100

Sporooarp tissue-cultures, on agar slants, padded inside of a

crush-proof box, are the preferred form of sample. They should
be sent by express post or courier, marked "Urgent - Perishable.
Keep away from heat. Do not freeze." The customs declaration
should state "Research culture of edible Agar icus mushroom on
sterile agar medium."

Clean spore prints are the next best option. These should be air
dried. Aluminum foil is ideal for such prints. With old sporo-
carps, air-dry (no heat) a section of gills, then wrap them in
absorbent paper. We can usually isolate spore cultures even
when gills are contaminated. Prints and gills may be air-mailed.

When possible, voucher specimens should also be dried and sent
later by surface post, and/or deposited in a recognized local
herbarium. All materials and correspondence should be sent to:

Dr. Richard W. Kerrigan [Phone: 416-828-3995]
Dept . of Botany
University of Toronto, Erindale College
Mississauga, Ontario
CANADA L5L 1C6

Your costs of sending samples will be reimbursed promptly.
Bounties will be distributed annually, following genetic
characterization of isolates. I encourage anyone who finds A
bisporus growing away from sites of commercial cultivation to
jparticipate in this effort. Thank you.
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President

:

Jack Billman 3201 Stoneyford Ct. Raleigh, NC 27603 779-2419
Sec retary/Treasurer

:

David Green Apt 1-7 Colony Apts. Chapel Hill, NC 27514 929-9768
Fungifile Editors:
Billie Sessoms 802 Duluth Street Durham, NC 27705 383-5853
Jacques Poirier 210 W Lavender Ave Durham, NC 27704 477-5837
Fungifile Mailing:
Joanna Billman 3201 Stoneyford Ct. Raleigh, NC 27603 779-2419
Foray Chair:
Lynda Karolak 2718 Heather Glen Rd . Durham, NC 27712 383-4233
Program Coordinator:
Bill Burk 1122 Sourwood Dr. Chapel Hill, NC 27514 942-6387

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Saturday, December 9 - CHRISTMAS PARTY will be a pot-luck dinner
at the Billman 's, 3201 Stoneyford Court, Raleigh. From Durham
or Chapel Hill, take 40 East, Exit onto Lake Wheeler South. The
Billmans live 5 miles down, on the left.

Monday, January 8 — Presentation on mushrooms by Stephen Rehner,
Post doctorate at Duke University in Rytal Vilgalys's laboratory.
Meeting: 7:30 pm, room 103 Gross Chemical Lab, Duke University.
See map. Contact person. Bill Burk, 942-6387.

Monday, February 12 — Annual business meeting: 7:30 pm, room 103
Gross Chemical Lab, Duke University. Contact person, Bill Burk.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Meetings



THE MYCQPHAG I ST ' S KITCHEN

DILL PICKLED MUSHROOMS from Sam Baron

Combine and heat to boiling point:
3 cups white vinegar
3 cups water
1/3 cup salt

Add 12 peeled, sliced garlic cloves

When boiling point is reached, remove the garlic cloves. Pack
the mushrooms into jars.

Add to each jar:
2 tablespoons dill seeds
3 peppercorns

Fill the jars to within 1/2 inch of top with the hot pickling
liguid. Allow a week before eating.

Sam says this recipe comes from Joy of Cooking and has worked
well for him with chanterelles and honey mushrooms and would no
doubt work well with others. The results are obviously good
since he was urged by Jacgues Poirier, based on a "vivid
positive recollection" of tasting Dill Pickled Mushrooms last
year, to submit his recipe.

EVELYN'S PICKLED CHANTERELLES

This recipe is reprinted from The MushRumor, newsletter of the
Snohomish County Mycological Society, Everett, Washington.
Brine: 3 cups vinegar

1 cup water
1 1/2 cups sugar
1 TBS mustard seeds
1 TBS salt
3 cloves garlic, diced

Procedure: Blanch and drain six quarts of fresh Chanterelles
(leave the small ones whole and cut up the larger ones).
Bring the brine to a boil. Add mushrooms and cook for 15
minutes. Put in pint jars to which you add one dill head.
Seal and process for 15 minutes in a water bath.

THE BOOK SHELF

Taking Better Mushroom Pictures by Kerry Givens, edited by Joan
Zeller. 22 pp.
This booklet has been issued by the Triangle Area Mushroom Club.
It is an adaptation of articles by Kerry that appeared in The
Fungif ile in 19S4 and 1985. Cost is $4.00 if bought at TAMC
meetings or forays. By mail, cost is $5.00. To order, contact
Bill Burk, 1122 Sourwood Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514.



WEEKEND FORAY TO BLADEN COUNTY by Owen McConnell

Eight members of TAMC participated in a weekend mushroom foray
in Bladen County whick was led by Owen McConnell. They were
Jack and Joanna Billman, David Green, Harriet Sato, Steve
Preissler, Charu Krishnamoothy , and Pat and Owen McConnell.
The weather was ideal: dry and cooler than usual for that time
of year but preceded by good rainfall. Mushrooms were abundant
Camping members who arrived Friday night found coastal plain
specialties such as Tylopilus conicus . Boletellus ananas , and
Strobilomyces dryophilus fruiting right in the Jones Lake
campground. The find of Tylopilus conicus at Jones Lake adds
a new site for this rare species which previously had been
reported only from Singletary Lake, and Strobilomyces
dryophilus had not previously been reported from North Carolina
Another 5 . dryophilus was found Saturday at Singletary Lake.

Saturday morning the group forayed at the Bladen Lakes State
Educational Forest where they observed 11 Tylopilus rhoadsiae ,

21 Xanthoconium stramineum , 6 Amanita mutabilis . and 4 Amanita
rhoadsii , all coastal plain specialties. They also found a
strange, new brown bolete with yellowish tubes which stained
blue quickly and intensely. Its macroscopic features matched
those of Boletus oliveisporus which Rolf Singer described from
northern Florida. If this mushroom is that species, it is a
new species for North Carolina.

Saturday afternoon the forayers went to Singletary Lake where
they saw 51 Tylopilus conicus and 30 Tylopilus rhoadsiae in
prime condition. Jack Billman made some photographs.
Xanthoconium stramineum and Boletellus ananas were also found
there. After the afternoon foray, foray participants enjoyed
a swim in Jones Lake. Saturday night they all socialized at
the Front Porch restaurant in Elizabethtown . The non—dieters
"pigged—out" on the southern style, home—cooked foods of the
buffet.

Sunday morning's foray was along the Cape Fear River near
Tory's Hole, a habitat more similar to the Piedmont. Enough
Cantharellus cibarius, minor and cinnabarinus were gathered
to take home for cooking later. A fresh, attractive Boletus
bicolor. var. borealis (with reddish pore mouths) was found.
In spite of its varietal name, borealis . it may be more common
in the south.

Other species identified on the foray were:
Amanita citrina
A. pantherina
A. vaginata
A. ceciliae
A. brunnescens
A. rubescens
A. flavoconia
Russula brevipes



Weekend Foray to Bladen County (continued)

Russula basifurcata
R. compacta
R. melliolens
R. laurocerasi
R- cyanoxantha
R. crustosa
Lactarius luteolus
L. peckii
L. camphoratus
L. volemus
L. psammicola, form glaber
Cantharellus tubaeformis
Gyroporus castaneus
Pulveroboletus retipes
Boletellus russellii
Tylopilus ballouii
T. felleus
T. plumbeoviolaceus
Leccinum subglabripes
Strobi lomyces floccopus
Xanthoconium affinis, var. affinis
Xanthoconium affinis, var- maculosus
Boletus miniato—olivaceous
B. speciosus
B. bicolor
B. fraternus
B. communis
Phylloporus rhodoxanthus
Pleurotus ostreatus
Mutinus elegans

MUSHROOM POSTCARDS AVAILABLE

Dover Publicaitons is selling packages of mushroom phot
postcards featuring some of the stunning photographs of
NANA member and photo contest winner Emily Johnson

-

They advertixe a package of 24 different mushroom post-
cards bound as a book for 3-95 plus 1.25 for postage an
handling. The item number is 25870—X Pa. The ordering
address is Dover Publications, Inc., 11 East 2nd Street
Mineola, NY 11501.



WHAT'S HAPPENING WITH MORELS

The latest information on morel cultivation is covered in the
following articles from Mushroom the Journal . This material,
reprinted by permission, is Copyright 1989. Subscriptions to
Mushroom the Journal (4 copies a year) are available for $16
from Box 3156, University Station, Moscow ID 83843.

New kits, some high finance

and maybe even pizza?

The company which was assigned

the original morel cultivation patent

over three years ago, Neogen Cor-

poration of East Lansing, Mich.,

reports it has managed to increase

yields to a pound per square foot and

that an additional patent has been is-

sued.

Brinton Miller, Neogen's vice presi-

dent for research and development,

said the new patent redefines

sclerotia.

"The new patent redefines slerotia

as nutrient-charged masses of

mycelium, not necessarily hardened,"

he said. The original patent only

covered hardened mycelium.

(The "Sclerotial spawn" is a dense

mass of hyphae which can remain dor-

mant for long periods of time and
resume growth when conditions be-

come favorable. The secret to cultivat-

ing morels, according to the original

patent, is to allow such sclerotia to

form and then trigger fruiting by

depriving the fungus of additional

nutrients and saturating the sub-

stratum with water.)

Miller said a third morel-related

patent was in the process of being is-

sued to the company, that the com-
pany had filed for a fourth, and that it

expected to file for more in the future.

(The first patent was No. 4,594,809,

the second No. 4,757,640. Copies of

patents can be purchased for $1.50

each, postage free, from the Patent

and Trademark Office, Washington
DC 20231.)

Miller said a Japanese firm had
signed an option to license the process

and that a number of other firms, both

in Europe and the U.S., were inter-

ested. At the same lime, Neogen is

moving to join Domino's Pizza, Inc.,

in building some actual production

facilities.

By Don H. Coombs

A letter of intent signed in June

would lead to Domino's paying

Neogen $1 million for half of

Neogen's 25 percent interest in the

morel production process.

Miller said he was not disappointed

that no production facilities were
licensed yet, though the patent was

issued three years ago. "It took us that

time to get to where a commercially

practical amount (of morels) could be

produced," he said. "Now we're up to

a pound per square foot (of produc-

tion space)."

Neogen originally joined three

other firms in forming CompanyM to

promote and license the patented

process. According to Miller, "M is for

Michigan, or mushroom, or morel or

Morchella." The three other firms are

Salk Institute Biotechnology As-
sociates of La Jolla, Calif., Kuhn
Champignon of Switzerland (the

largest mushroom producer in Swit-

zerland), and Skandigen Incorporated

of Sweden, a biotechnology company.

Neogen and Domino's together

would receive the license for some
production facilities from Company
M. At one point, the companywas said

to be asking S25,000 just for an option,

an option to purchase a license in the

future. At that time $100,000 was
mentioned as the license price, but

neither figure was confirmed by the

company. The company also was re-

quiring licensees to buy spawn and

other materials from the company.

Apparently Domino's is interested

in producing morels as a separate ven-

ture from selling pizza. Last May a

consultant to the company told the

Chicago Tribune that "Morels won't

be found in pizza delivery cars —
Domino's has no intention of serving

morel pizzas."

Domino's Farms, near the firm's

headquarters at Ann Arbor, Mich., in-

cludes experimental projects and ap-

parently will be offering morels on a

"you pick" basis sometime in the fu-

ture. Part of the farm offers clientele

membership for S25 a year that, ac-

cording to a brochure, "will allow you

to pick your own chemical free

produce, fish and game at reduced

cost."

In 1990, blueberries, strawberries,

raspberries, blackberries, rabbits,

pheasants and feeder lambs will be

available.

Neogen, a privately held company,

planned to go public by putting 1.2

million shares of common stock on

the market this August, with under-

writing being handled by Roney and

Company of Detroit. The prospectus

issued along with the offering in-

cluded considerable detail about the

operation of the company, including

its relationship with Domino's.

But the prospectus doesn't even

mention the morel cultivation project

until page 18, and the one-page sum-

mary of the prospectus doesn't men-
tion morels at all.

The prospectus lists three main
product lines: Agri-Screen im-

munoassay diagnostic kits to detect

chemical and natural toxin con-

taminants in human and animal food,

EnviroCaster products which are

something like sophisticated weather

recording stations to monitor en-

vironmental conditions in order to

predict the onset of plant diseases or

emergence of insects, and the Ideal

Instrument line of veterinary instru-

ments.

A color picture inside the back cover

of the prospectus does show at least

portions of 17 trays of densely fruiting

morels.

The financial statement in the



prospectus shows that ihe company
has been making money with veteri-

nary instrument sales (profit of about

$479,000 last fiscal year) but not with

its "predictive and diagnostic"
products (loss of about $670,000 last

year). The total net loss last year was

about $475,000, down from about

$1,117,000 the previous year.

Total revenues last year were about

$6.2 million, up from $4.8 million the

year before and $3.9 the year before

that. As of May, the company had 97

employees, 87 of them full-time.

Some of the officers and other key

individuals in the company:

Iffresh morels became available in grocery stores

year-round at modest prices—
How Would It Change Your Life?

(Asked of this journal's regional reporters)

"Buying them appeals to me about as much as buying liver-fed hatchery-raised

trout, without having to bother with all that nonsense like casting a fly on a cold,

spring-fed stream. The fun is in the search. Shopping is not fun."

—Jack Parkin, Ontario

"At my age and condition, I'd buy more than I'd go looking for."

—Laurence M. Stickney, Calif.

"I certainly wouldn't buy them. The hunt is the thrill for me! But if the price were

modest enough that the commercial pickers in our area joined us as amateurs,

I'd surely welcome them...."

—Hazel Phillips, Oregon

"if fresh commercially-grown mushrooms were available in the grocery stores,

we would buy them occasionally. But no radical lifestyle changes. I hunt to get

out in the woods. The mushrooms are but a delightful bonus."
—Eugene Butler, Wash.

My world would not be turned upside-down. The cost will probably be such
that I will not make the happy descent into morelaholism. Anyway, I use ceps
and chanterelles more than morels."

—Steven Pencall, Calif.

"Would it change my life! I'd flip from Wild Mushroom Cookery to Wild About
Mushrooms, right through the books, stirring up those tantalizing recipes that

call for morels."

—Pat Brannen, New Mexico

"For that to appeal to me, they'd have to be hidden well. It's the searching that's

fun."

—Paul Kroeger, British Columbia

"We would buy them regularly, provided they were modestly priced."

—Sherry N. Kay, Kansas

"Morels are in high demand among all mushroom people that I know. Should

it be possible to grow this species on a commercial scale for the market, I am
sure that morels would become very popular. Personally, I would be delighted.

Just imagine, on the way home from work, stop at your favorite grocery store

and pick up a pound of morels along with your steak and a bottle or two of wine

and you would be set for some fine dining!"
—Joseph Belicek, Alberta

"Morels in the store would be only a convenience to us — we like the chase —
but as Lois says, it might cause a stampede among our friends."

—Obe Schrader, Mich.

Herbert D. Doan, 66, now chairman

of the board of directors, previously

was president and chief executive of-

ficer of Dow Chemical Co. (He "has

been active as an independent venture

capitalist for past five years."

)

James L. Herbert, 49, now president

and chief executive officer, previously

corporate vice president of DeKalb
Ag Research, an agricultural genetics

and energy company.

Dr. Brinton M. Miller, 62, now
Neogen's chief scientific officer, pre-

viously in research management
during 27-year career with Merck,

Sharp and Dohme Laboratories.

Neogen hopes to raise $5.4 million

from the stock offering, and would use

$800,000 of that for working capital,

$1.6 million for new product develop-

ment, and $3 million for acquisition of

other companies or product lines. The
prospectus reports that no specific

targets for acquisition have yet been

identified.

Before going public, about 16 per-

cent of the company was owned by the

Michigan State University Founda-

tion, 15 percent by Herbert Doan, and

5 percent by James Herbert. The nine

persons who are directors or officers

owned a total of 45 percent.

Meanwhile

—

Meanwhile in California, Jim
Malachowski of Gourmet Mush-
rooms, one of the three inventors

listed on the original morel patent, is

putting outdoor morel cultivation kits

on the market. That brings the num-
ber of sources for morel kits to at least

three. Paul Stamets of Fungi Perfecti

was first, as described in the summer
issue of Mushroom the Journal, and

Dan Harkins of Choice Edibles now
reports he is prepared to sell kits.

All three businesses are on the West

Coast, Fungi Perfecti at Box 7634,

Olympia, Wash. 98507, Gourmet
Mushrooms at Box 601, Graton, Calif.

95444, and Choice Edibles at 584

Riverside Park Rd., Carlotta, Calif.

95528.

Three Different Ways to Go

—

All three promise to provide viable

morel spawn, and all three stress that



Mycologist questions content

of 'truffle essense' and
criticizes Scientific American

their approaches differ from the

patented process, but the similarity in

kits ends there. Stamets wants you to

prepare a morel bed this fall, incor-

porating charred wood or charcoal

and gypsum (as in sheetrock panels).

The mushrooms then are supposed to

come along in the spring.

Malachowski said he recommends a

"compost approach," in which even

kitchen scraps can be included in the

trench and the composted material

then inoculated with spawn. He
stressed that the compost has to in-

clude dirt, not just plant material.

"Otherwise it would be silage," he

said.

Harkins said his kits would need a

fruiting enclosure, "a climate-control-

led environment" to be provided by

the kit-buyer. He asks interested

people to contact him for more
details.

Malachowski left Neogen in

November of 1986, and presently is

under a temporary restraining order

from the Ingham County Circuit

Court in Michigan to not disclose

trade secrets or other confidential in-

formation gained while working at

Neogen.

A prominent mycologist has
criticized Scientific American for "un-

critically advertising entrepreneural

claims about the product La Truffe as

fact."

(La Truffe is promoted as contain-

ing true truffle material and being

something like essence of truffle be-

cause it can be used for flavoring. It is

produced in powder, paste and extract

form in a laboratory at Woodland,

Calif., by SH Products, a company
founded by immunologist Moshe
Shifrine.)

After Scientific American reported

on La Truffe favorably in its Science

and Business section in the May issue,

Dr. James Trappe of Oregon State

University wrote to the publication to

report that he and three other scien-

tists had microscopically examined La

Truffe products.

"We found brown-walled mycelium

devoid of spores or other traits that

would suggest the Perigord truffle,"

he said. "To us, La Truffe products

smell like generic dried fungi.

Rehydrated or cooked, they lack the

unique fragrance that typifies fresh

Perigord truffles."

Trappe said the others who ex-

amined La Truffe products were Dr.

Ruth Taber of Texas A & M, Dr.

Joseph Ammirati of the University of

Washington, and Gerard Chevalier of

France's Institut National de la

Recherche Agronomique Station, a

foremost authority on the Perigord

truffle, Tuber melanosponim.

"In international commerce,"
Trappe's letter continued, "a truffle is

defined as the sexual fruiting body of

a truffle fungus containing asci and

ascospores. La Truffe products that

we have examined lack these. Extrac-

tion and preliminary separation of

DNA from LaTruffe products in com-

parison with authentic Perigord truf-

fles indicate significant difference

between the two."

Randy Dorian, vice president of SH
Products, said it didn't surprise him
that asci and spores weren't found in

the product.

"We've never claimed to produce

sexually mature truffles," he said. "Bui

the health department here is quite

satisfied that what we're selling is truf-

fles."

Dorian questioned whether DNA
analysis could be meaningful "because

of the processing steps our product

goes through (before being put on the

market)."

"Business is good, very good," he

continued. "We've had a number of

tasting sessions with chefs of world

renown and they've been enthusias-

tic."

He said the company was pushing

How would it change your life? (cont.)
"I'd probably be eating morels more often."

—Pat Leacock, Minn.

"(Having them in stores) might change our vocabularies. I notice that shiitake
is a 'wild mushroom' on the menu of restuarants. Cultivated morels will surely
become 'wild morels.' If wild means cultivated, then mushrooms found in the
woods should be called tame, eh? Stalking the tame morel...."

—Moselio Schaechter, Mass.

"I would buy and eat them."
—Jean Hurley, N. Hampshire

I'm basically a student of mushrooms, not a mycophagist, although I'm not

above batching up a nice serving of the better-rated edibles. So the availability

of mushrooms at the market has no particular appeal to me. I can gather more
than I want from Mother Nature...."

—Paul E. Noell, Maryland

"It would no> change my life at all, regardless of what came to the stores. Morels
are good, and sometimes I eat them, but they are not my favorites. More often
than not I give the morels I find to someone who might get a thrill from them...."

—Edith Nelson, Arkansas

Editor's Note: For the benefit of the market research people at Neogen, She company
which holds the basic patent on cultivating morels, it is only fair to point out that our
regional reporters are hardly representative of the great American public when it comes
to attitudes toward mushrooms.



)f
course you can identify these two species

Of course they're both black morels, from the Morchella elata complex. The one at left is a classic M. conica and
the one at the right definitely M. Angusticeps. The problem with that is that both are from Paui Stamats' M-1 1 strain,

which he has been distributing in kits. Although they grew outdoors, Stamets is confident that bob"! these mushrooms
were cultured from the same wild mushroom, one found in an Idaho burn. Over the years some mycologists have
lumped ai! black morels together, and these pictures suggest the "lumpers" are right, the "splitters" wrong.

Trappe's letter about La Truffe, cont.

arrangements with food processors to

supply La Truffe products for flavor-

ing such products as soups, sauces,

sausages and candw

Trappe's ietter continued:

"Truffles evolved as sexual fruiting

bodies of obligate mycorrhizal fungi

specially adapted for spore dispersal

by animals. As they ripen, these

hypogoous sporocarps produce
aromatics to attract animals. The
animals eai them, digesting all the tis-

sue but the spores. The spores are

dispersed in focal 'packages' of spore

inoculum thai is washed by rain into

' in; soil.

"When the spores germinate near

receptive host roots, the new
mycelium can establish a symbiosis

with that host. In nature, the fungus

cannot fruit in the absence of the host

and probably cannot survive.

"The complex physiological interac-

tions between truffle fungus, tree

host, animal disperses and environ-

ment result from millions of years of

evolution and have defied attempts to

produce truffles under artificial con-

ditions or in the absence of the mycor-

rhizal host. Nothing in La Truffe

products suggests thai lit:? barrier to

artificial cultivation has indeed been

broken.

"Breakthroughs are welcome from

any source, but those who claim to

have accomplished a breakthrough

must present their evidence for test-

ing.

"The producers of La Truffe have

yet to do so."

Trappe said an editor had called him

to say that Scientific American might

print the letter. Meanwhile, the full

text of the letter was printed in an

issue of the newsletter of the North

American Ti uffling Society.

- -Don H. Coombs



NEWS FROM MEMBERS

Bruce Milks in Hillsborough reports that his Shiitake logs had
an eventful summer. In May, he placed 4 logs innoculated
the previous year in a shallow creek behind his house to soak.
A fierce storm came up and he discovered that the logs had
been washed downstream. He offered his 10 year old son, Ben,
a dollar for every log he could bring back, and five dollars
if he could retrieve them all. Ben set out to make his
fortune. He found the logs about 3/4 mile downstream and
over the course of several hours, scratched and bug—bit,
retrieved the entire set. Bruce reports that several days
later the logs began to "bud" and he harvested about 3
dozen shiitake, 25 of them from one ironwood log! Although
the operation was a huge success, Bruce went to the hardware
store, purchased stout eyelets and rope, screwed the eyelets
into the ends of the logs and used the rope to tether them
to trees along the creek bank. For the rest of the summer
he cast a few logs in the creek periodically and fished them
out a day or two later, propping them up on dead logs along
the bank. He reports he had a constant supply of shiitake
mushrooms all summer.



Deborah Duchon, a TAMC member in Atlanta, Georgia, writes that
she has been harvesting Shiitakes from the logs she innoculated
at our meeting last March. She is also beginning publication
of a monthly newsletter which will contain articles, recipes
and information on wild foods as well as book reviews and
announcements of wild food events around the country. The
cost for a one-year subscription is 11.75. If you would like
to subscribe, the address is The Wild Foods Forum, 4 Carlisle
Way, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30308.

deCurrent Events

Two trips to the Amazon are offered by the Wild Mushroom
Traveling Road Show. Each trip limited to twelve people.
Trip one will be up the Rio Tigre and beyond to the
Ururinas from January 27 to February 10.
Trip two will be down-river, carnaval with the Boras and
Huitos, to Tres Fronteras and the Brazilian border from
February 10 to February 25. Cost of each trip is 3,350.
For more information, or to register, contact Gerry Miller
Box 126, East Haddam, CT 06423, phone 203-873-8286.

OFFICERS WILL BE ELECTED AT THE FEBRUARY MEETING
The current slate of officer have served for two years.
Replacements are needed for President, Secretary/Treasurer,
Program Chairman and Newsletter Editor. Please think about
which opportunity will fit you best.



:MBERSHIP DUES ************* MEMBERSHIP DUES ************* MEMBERSHIP DUES**

nual membership dues are due January 1. They are the sane as last year,
dividual memberships include a subscription to The Fungifile, and (for
lose over 18) full voting and office holding privileges. For additional
rticipating household members, associate memberships are $2.00 each and
elude equal voting and office holding privileges. Corresponding memberships
e available for those who live too far away to take advantage of club
itivities. Corresponding members are always welcome at meetings or forays
they happen to be in the area.

nee TAMC is associatiated with the North American Mycological Association,
r members get a discount if they wish to join NAMA. Dues for NAMA are
2.00 a year (individual or family), and include subscriptions to the
monthly Mycophile and annual journal Mcllvanea, privilege of attending the
nual national Foray, and numerous other educational services. To join,
nd a SEPARATE check payable to NAMA.

TRIANGLE AREA MUSHROOM CLUB
1990 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

nd form and dues to TAMC, Box 61061, Durham, NC 27705. Make check payable
. TAMC.

IES: [ ] $8.00 Individual
[ ] $7.00 Corresponding (receives newsletter only)
[ ] $2.00 (One Associate membership should be obtained for each

additional participating family member.)
[ ] $12.00 North American Mycological Association (individual or

family). Send SEPARATE check payable to NAMA.

ime(s)

>me Address

.ty State Zip . .

>me phone Day Phone

liling address

.ub committees on which you would be willing to serve during the year

*ograms

>rays

;wsletter editing

;wsletter mailing

^mbership

jlephone tree.

ifreshments (Sept, Oct, Nov, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May.

tetch mushrooms for club news letter
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Wilson Library/CB 3930

Chapel Hill, NC 27559-3930

IS YOUR LABEL CORRECT?

DEADLINE: Submissions for JANUARY/FEBRUARY Friday, December 29


